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of time. This paper examines the methods trucking families use to remain

connected given such absences. Interviews with ten women married to long-haul

truck drivers underwent qualitative analysis. Initially, personal profiles were

developed to illustrate life experiences of the women. While the trucking industry

set the context, the families decided how to cope with the lifestyle. Patterns of
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negative emotions. In addition, an environmental analysis that compared the homes
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husband's absence. The trucking family engages in an atypical lifestyle, yet their

issues are similar to those experienced by families whose husbands and fathers are

home ev ry night. Trucking families continually seek to find methods that allow

them to il ink of themselves as normative.
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WOMEN'S FEELINGS ABOUT THE WORK-FAMILY INTERFACE OF
LONG-HAUL TRUCK DRIVERS: SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD

AND HE'S GONNA BE HOME TONIGHT

CHAPTER I:

INTRODUCTION

Long-haul truck drivers! They have often been viewed as uncaring oafs who

monopolize our freeways and create road hazards for other drivers. They have also

been portrayed heroically in songs, books, and movies. Indeed, many people can

recount times when truck drivers came to their aid when their cars broke down or

were involved in accidents. Often, truck drivers are among the first to reach the

scene of an accident and are quick to offer assistance by stabilizing the situation

and rendering first aid. Yet they are often perceived as "restless cowboys" who ride

off into the sunset after a brief fling without any ties except the ones that bind their

loads (Allen & Penn, 1997). The reality is that they are typically hard-working men

who view their work as highly skilled and an important factor in America's

economy. The ties that bind extend much farther than their loads, as today's

truckers, for the most part, have families to whom they are deeply committed.

These families depend upon them to not only provide a good income, but also, to

be there for them as much as possible. Yet, the myth of the "restless cowboy"

continues to be a negative stereotype, commonly held by many outside the trucking

industry (Allen & Penn, 1997). This is important to consider in the context of a

trucking industry which is currently struggling to attract and retain qualified

drivers; the types of professional drivers who care about road safety both for
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themselves and other drivers on the road. The myth surrounding trucking may keep

potential truck drivers from pursuing an occupation (unlike some other skilled jobs)

that is growing and not in danger of being phased out in the near future (Hill,

Hudson, Latz, & Greffin, 1997). It also makes it difficult for the families of truck

drivers to respond positively to the demands placed upon them by the needs of the

industry, in particular the long, and often unpredictable, absences on the part of

their husbands and fathers (Vole, 1995b). And so, how did this myth come into

being, and how can it be dispelled to some extent in order for the trucking industry

and the opportunities it offers to be revealed in a more positive light?

The purpose of this study is to take an in-depth look at the families of long-

haul truck drivers from the perspective of their wives or female partners. In

particular, given the unique challenges of husband/father absence, how trucking

families cope with the realities of everyday life and remain connected as a family

will be explored. It will also examine the home environments of the families

involved in the study to determine if the women are also communicating feelings

about trucking through symbolism.

Dispelling The Romantic Myth

Although love and family commitment are quite different than generally

portrayed in songs, books, and movies, they shape our culture's image of how love

and commitment should look (Swidler, 1980). In the past cowboys were portrayed

as heroes who fought their battles alone and well outside the perimeters of society.

The only way "he" could join society was if he married and "settled down." Even if
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this did not happen, the cowboy could ride off with the town's gratitude and

acceptance. Yet, this acceptance did not necessarily mean that he was a member, as

he had not integrated himself into society by marrying and starting a family

(Swidler, 1980). Since the 1960s, this romantic plot has shifted into one where the

hero or cowboy is no longer working alone. Now, there are groups of cowboys

who, for better or worse, conduct their deeds as a band, outside of a society that

they perceive as undesirable. The only others that they respect are each other. They

have no desire to enter the great society. Therefore, the women who marry them are

also rejecting conventional society and helping establish a new one which speaks to

their particular ideology (Swidler, 1980). Thus, a reflective perception has been

created that causes the cowboy/trucker and the greater society to view each other as

suspect, and often at odds with one another.

However, today's truckers appear to be attempting to slough off this

romantic myth. For many of them, their family and their family's acceptance into

their community comes first (Allen & Penn, 1997). This could be a significant

factor in societal acceptance for the work they perform. Yet, due to the distances

they must often travel, long-haul drivers are absent from home for extended, and

often unpredictable, periods of time. These periods typically range from two days

to four weeks, with six days being the average (Cieri, 1995). When they are at

home, it is often only for one to two days at a time. Much of this time is spent

catching up on tractor housekeeping, paperwork, and sleep. This leaves little time

for family involvement (Voie, 1995b).
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Many trucking wives/partners have formed the ability to lead fulfilled and

productive lives regardless of their husband's absences and view this ability as

crucial to their marital relationship (Voie, 1995b). However, many drivers leave the

long-haul trucking field because of their wives' inability to cope with the extended

absence. This has created problems for trucking companies in the form of low-

driver retention. It has also made it difficult to attract new drivers to the field

(Cieri, 1995).

In January of 1994, KVAL, a television station based in Eugene, Oregon,

presented a segment on the trucking industry, and the need for qualified drivers.

The reporter stated that "companies were having problems both attracting and

retaining qualified drivers." As a result, many companies have added attractive

benefit packages and incentive programs for their drivers. These bonuses, added to

their mileage and/or hourly pay, make truck driving a fairly lucrative occupation.

Yet, companies still are not able to fill all of their driver positions and are

constantly looking for, and recruiting new drivers.

Mike Cieri, formally the Head Driver Recruiter with Sherman Brothers

Heavy Trucking of Eugene, Oregon, says that his company has started tracking the

reasons for their driver turnover. In exit interviews they asked the driver why he

was leaving the company. During the first nine months of 1994, 30% of the drivers

who left stated that they did so for personal reasons. Mr. Cieri also stated that while

another issue within personal reasons would be drug abuse, Sherman Brothers has

been able to "pretty much" separate those out from the 30%. On a more informal
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basis, he personally feels that family separation is a leading factor in their driver

retention and recruitment.

It is anticipated that the results of this study will produce three levels of

benefits. First, the experiences and coping strategies which the women have

developed will assist other truckers' wives, in particular, those whose

husband/partner is just starting out as a long-haul truck driver. Second, they will

provide insight to the trucking industry in terms of discovering ways to support

drivers' families. This in turn will assist them in driver retention and recruitment of

new drivers. Third, they will dispel the myth of the "restless cowboy," by

illuminating the roots many of the truckers and their families have established

within their communities.

A Primer On The Trucking Industry and Family Lifestyle

The long road to reality. The trucking industry is a highly masculinized

occupation. Out of the three million truckers on the road today, 5.3% are female

(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1997). Truck drivers are absent from their homes for

extended periods of time. These periods fall into three general categories: one-two

days (local driver), six-ten days (long-haul driver), and two to six weeks (over-the-

road driver). The amount of time drivers are home between runs typically coincides

with the type of driving they do. For example, a local driver could expect to be

home for 6-8 hours, long-haul driver for one-two days, and an over-the-road driver

for three-five days.
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The amount of income earned by truck drivers fluctuates widely within the

industry. Generally, drivers are paid via one of two methods, either by the hour or

by the mile. Hourly pay ranges from $8.50 to $16.00, while mileage pay ranges

from 21 to 42 cents per mile. Many companies also pay their drivers additional

money for items such as loading, unloading, and tarping. In addition, some

companies offer a bonus for fuel conservation, mileage, and safety. John Sallak

(1998), Director of Safety for the Oregon Trucking Association, adds that many

non-union trucking companies offer such incentives.

Sallak went on to say that most companies offer some type of medical

insurance. This amount can range from coverage for the driver only to coverage for

the entire family. Also, many companies (especially non-union) offer 401K

retirement plans, and will match the driver's contribution to his plan. Here again, as

in income, the type and availability of all forms of coverage are wide, without any

industry standard to guide them.

Those Big Rigs Are A Menace To Our Roads!

When asked for information regarding safety in trucking, Sallak quoted

current statistics from the National Safety Council. They found that 71% of truck

related accidents were caused by the non-truck driver. He also stated that the

Federal Highway Commission had determined that while truck miles were up 41%

over the last ten years, during the same period truck related accidents had dropped

by 35%. It appears from these statistics that much of the problem lies in the ways

that non-truck drivers share the road with the "big rigs." However, the Oregon
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Trucking Association is sharing some of that responsibility by getting out into the

community and educating the public specifically on how to share that road so that

fewer accidents occur. This is an important piece, as while truckers may not be

responsible for many accidents, the fact remains that during a contest with a truck,

the automobile almost always loses. It is then that the statistics lose their comfort,

especially to those adversely affected by such accidents.

Drivers Needed Now!

The trucking industry is experiencing a nation-wide driver shortage, with

projected figures of 403,000 driver job vacancies annually (Bureau of Labor

Statistics, 1997). However, there are two factors at work within these figures. The

first is that out of the 403,000 vacancies, 320,000 are vacated by drivers who go to

work for other trucking companies. This has produced a "churning effect" within

the industry, as drivers rotate between the various companies. The remaining

82,000 vacancies, represent the true number of new drivers needed each year.

These are due to industry growth (34,000) and retirement or attrition (48,000),

Bureau of Labor Statistics (1997). Consequently, there are two separate, but

related, issues. The first is that trucking companies need to understand what keeps

experienced drivers on the same job. Second, the industry needs to find successful

recruitment methods that will attract new drivers.
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Do I Have To Break Down To Get Home?

A 1997 study conducted by the Gallup Organization surveyed 801 drivers

who had been with their companies for at least five years. These drivers were asked

to rate levels of job satisfaction on 21 separate job attributes. Out of the top five

attributes which emerged from the results of this study, company support for

themselves and their families was ranked number four. This followed: steadiness of

work, genuine care shown by managers, and pay. It ranked above number of hours

worked. This is interesting because it suggests that drivers might be willing to put

in the number of hours needed to perform their jobs if they feel that they and their

families are cared for and supported by their managers and companies.

It appears that many trucking companies are recognizing the problem. This

is especially evident in their advertisements for drivers. Ads that claim "Home

every night," or "With , all roads lead to home," are rampant throughout

trucking periodicals aimed at the driver audience. However, while many companies

claim they are trying to become more "family friendly," often those claims do not

hold up when drivers go to work for them (Adrian, 1997). And so, drivers are

susceptible to other company claims that they will be the one who is really

supportive of their drivers and driver's families. But, is "home every night" really

the issue for both the experienced and new driver? Or, could the heart of the matter

lie in how well families cope with extended absence, as well as how well

companies respond to their needs in times of stress?
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Women's Work Is Never, Ever, Ever, Done

In her husband's absence, the trucking wife manages her household and

family in every way. She maintains and manages the home and all related work

such as: yard work, car maintenance, and finances. She is responsible for their

children's well-being, and must also "share" her husband with everyone else

(children, friends, extended family) during the short periods when he is home. This

leaves little time for intimacy as a couple (Voie, 1995b).

It is not difficult to surmise that there must be stresses inherent in the lives

of trucking families. It is also suspected that a wife/partner's coping strategies play

an important role in the success of the trucking family relationship, as it is left

largely up to her to manage her life, her family, and her relationship with her

husband/partner. Perhaps trucking company advertisements should read

"wife/partner support practiced here," versus empty promises of more time at home

for the driver.

Reflections Upon Trucking: The Author's Reflective Statement

At one point during the course of my second marriage, my husband was a

long-haul truck driver. He was typically home from four hours to two days at a

time. We had four children ranging in age from six to eleven. It soon became clear

that my role as wife and mother was to maintain all aspects of home and family

life. This meant that I was responsible for decisions I had never considered

independently of my husband such as: car repairs, household moves, and finances.
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While I willingly met those challenges, issues emerged that I found problematic.

This was his philosophy, that decisions I made in his absence were ripe for

constructive criticism, and his lack of involvement with me and the children on any

meaningful level. I really did not mind the latter, as it was not a happy marriage. In

fact, the long periods of absence were a relief. I could easily endure the rest.

My third marriage was, and continues to be, very happy. There has only

been one issue of contention from the start. My husband wanted to change careers

and become a long-haul truck driver. Because of my previous experience, I was

adamant that he not do so, as we had seven children between us, with five of them

still living at home. I was fearful that trucking, and the prolonged absences it

requires, would strain our relationship in ways that could not be easily repaired. I

also anticipated that his involvement with the children would be limited, and this

would evoke negative effects for them. As a result, he agreed not to drive.

I returned to school after all but one child had left home. I became very

involved with my education, and my husband was offered a good opportunity to

drive. Because of the type of work I was engaged in, we felt that this would be

acceptable given that he would always be home for most of the weekend. While

this experience has been much different than my previous one, in that my decisions

are valued and supported, his level of involvement both with me and the children

has undergone a dramatic shift, as you will see.

When he first began driving long-haul, it was with the anticipation that he

would only do so until I had completed my Master's degree. At that time, while he

would continue driving, he would seek a local driver position so that he could be
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home more often. With this in mind, I happily obtained my degree, and looked

forward to having him home. This did not happen! By then, he was fully engrossed

with the idea of long-haul trucking: the independence, camaraderie with his peers,

and the income he was able to produce. Therefore, he was not about to give this up

to drive "local."

As one can well imagine, I was terribly undone. Here I was, with my new

degree, my first real job as a teacher, and in a new community. I felt abandoned!

How could he love those old trucks more than me? It was not, to put it mildly, a

high point in our relationship. It even affected our children, as even though they

were on their own by then, they still wanted their father available and became

frustrated when he was not.

Through all of this, although I never asked him to quit long-hauling, I came

very close. I was very angry at his not recognizing how miserable I was. As he said,

"once I'm in my truck, all my problems vanish." "Great," thought I, "you can go off

and play cowboy up and down the road with your buddies, while I sit here with all

those problems you so gleefully leave behind, not to mention my state of mind."

This was very different than before I completed my Master's degree, as now there

was no end in sight!

As of today, much of my outlook has changed. However, it is not due to any

one event, but rather, a process which slowly evolved during my "greasy" road to

acceptance of his career choice. Looking back, I can see that as I began to

successfully deal with issues as they came up, I became more confident. The day I

learned to fill my own car with gas was a high point here. I began to develop
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coping strategies of my own such as making a list of everything that can go wrong

on a truck that did not include my husband lying hurt or dead alongside the

freeway. When he was late calling, I would take out my list and read it over until I

could calm myself and think rationally.

I also began to appreciate the fact that I did not have to do anything when I

got home at night except play with my cat women and crawl happily into bed with

them, my food, and a good book. NO GUILT! And then, a great discovery! I

realized that I was beginning to actually plan things that I wanted to do while he

was gone. I even started to become slightly irritated when he would arrive home

unexpectedly, and thus, get in the way of what I wanted to accomplish.

It has actually enhanced our relationship to some extent. We now spend

more time talking to each other, as we generally have much to discuss during his

nightly phone calls. When he is at home, I put all else aside, and we spend the time

together. We do not take this time for granted anymore, as we know it is limited,

and therefore, precious.

I am not going to say that all of this is wonderful, and all couples should try

it. I still spend some terror-filled hours when he is late. What I can say is that it is

workable, and does have benefits for both of us. My husband has been able to

retain the job he loves, and I have become both more confident in myself and able

to pursue interests I probably never would have had he been home consistently.

Now--I think "he had better not quit trucking, because that is what is keeping me in

my Ph.D. program!"
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This experience has led me to question how other trucking wives cope with

the prolonged, and often unpredictable, absences. My bias leads me to speculate

that their initial perceptions of trucking may be negative, but subject to change if

they can find methods that will help them restructure their view. Thus, this research

project was born. It is anticipated that by conducting a qualitative analysis of

trucking families, that elicits the wife/partner's perceptions of the trucking lifestyle,

valuable information will emerge that will not only assist other trucking families in

terms of developing coping strategies, but also, will assist trucking companies in

their quest to finds ways to better support the families of their long-haul drivers.
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CHAPTER II:

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The literature reviewed in this chapter provides an examination of the issues

inherent in the lives of the families of long-haul truck drivers. The first body of

literature provides an overview of what life in a trucking family is like from the

perspective of the wives of long-haul drivers. Because of the dearth of research on

long-haul trucking families in the professional literature, the second and third

bodies of literature examine life in families where the husband/partner is also

engaged in employment that requires prolonged absence from the family. The

families selected for review in these sections are the military family, and the

commercial fishing family. The fourth body of literature explores the definition of

men's involvement in family life. This was done in order to determine whether

family involvement should be defined in terms of actual time spent with the family,

or if should be defined as the degree of involvement whether at home or on the

road?

Feelings of ambivalence and their use by women in resolving negative

emotions is the subject of the fifth body of literature. Recent research has

demonstrated that ambivalence can be a useful tool for women in that it can

restructure the way in which negative emotions are perceived. Thus, it can act as an

empowering agent for women whose lives are impacted by family stresses such as

prolonged absence by husbands or partners.
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Social support systems often act as a way to buffer stress in the lives of

individuals. Since the wives of long-haul truck drivers are largely responsible for

their families in their husbands/partners absence, the stress level can be high.

Therefore, the sixth body of literature examines the role of social support systems

in women's lives. It also looks at the nature of women's support system networks.

The seventh body of literature provides insight into how individuals

establish their territories and thus, create homes for their families. It also

establishes the notion that homes are reflective of the personalities, natures, and

values of the individuals and families that live within the home. The literature

allowed the study to view the home environment as an additional way to explore

coping strategies of the women who participated. In other words, were the homes

of trucking families communicating a different message than those of non-truckers,

and if so, what was the message?

The chapter will conclude with a discussion of the theoretical rationale used

to frame the study. Grounded theory and its applicability will be presented. In

addition, three family theories will be explored for their relevance: systems theory,

dynamic systems theory, and social exchange theory.

Families: Long-Haul Truck Drivers

Little research is available which examines families of long-haul truck

drivers. In fact, there does not appear to be any empirical research on this topic in

the family science literature. However, one avenue that provides some insight is

available through articles published in trucking industry trade magazines. These are
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typically submitted by trucker's wives. In one such article Voie (1995) describes

what occurs when her husband is home between runs.

When Dad comes home for a few days, after working hard and sacrificing

sleep to make his deliveries, the first thing he wants to do is catch up on his rest in

a real bed. Since mom and the children have been looking forward to his return so

they may spend some quality time with him, there is tension in the home. What

they really do is tiptoe around the house so he does not get disturbed. When Dad

gets up...he has two hours of completing logs, mileage reports, fuel summaries,

expense sheets and trying to get through to dispatch. Meanwhile, the children are

go-fers...whatever he needs, with mom washing weeks of clothing and bedding.

This does not make for much quality time with Dad.

Voie also discusses father involvement regarding discipline of their

children. She feels that many truckers hesitate to discipline when they are home,

because they do not want to be viewed in a negative fashion by their children when

they go back on the road. The result is that children often rely on mom for

direction, and this makes the father feel outside of the family loop.

Some trucking wives, while acknowledging how hard their husbands work,

stress that there are still household responsibilities awaiting him at his return.

Harrington (1997) states that in addition to working a forty-hour week, she comes

home to two children, and must take charge of household management, bills,

groceries, children's school activities, and outside interests. She maintains that just

because she stays at home, this does not mean that her work is done when she

completes her workday. Thus, she feels that when her husband returns home two
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things must happen. First, they both need time to do nothing and just relax. Second,

they need to commit to doing something fun, as well as tackling some household

chores together. In her opinion, the truck driver is not excused from assisting his

wife/partner in accomplishing work related to home and children. In fact, she feels

that he should take on some of the responsibility when at home and allow his

wife/partner some time of her own. Harrington goes on to say that at one point in

their relationship, her husband had the opportunity to experience what life was like

for her when he was on the road. Once when she had gone out of town on business,

her husband was left behind to manage the household. As a result, he finally got a

taste of what it was like for her, that she did not choose to take on all of this

responsibility, but that is the reality of the situation. In other words, someone has to

do all of this, and seemingly little things can take up a lot of time.

Harrington also comments briefly on the children. She feels that from her

experience it is awfully hard on them having one parent absent for much of the

time. It is especially difficult for little ones to understand because to them the

drivers are missing out on some of the really fun activities such as developmental

milestones, special occasions, and school activities.

In terms of how drivers view the interference of their work with their

family, a study conducted by Hill, Hudson, Latz & Griffin (1997), found that

driver's spouses were more concerned with the issue than the drivers. On the other

hand, even though spouses were more upset about the driver's level of involvement

with their families, drivers in general indicated a strong desire to be more involved

than they are able.
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The study's data also revealed that while drivers are concerned about their

families, many feel confident that their wife/partner understands his job, and he in

turn understands what they accomplish while he is on the road. According to

Adrian (1997), to make the relationship work both partners must agree about the

driver's career and what it means to his wife/partner when he is not at home. "The

wife has to understand that the husband has to be gone and the kids have to be

brought up so that they mind."

While it may appear that time spent away from the family is at the heart of

many of the issues raised, most of the trucking families accept this as part of their

lifestyle. What does seem to concern them is how the driver involves himself with

his family both when he is at home and on the road. In addition, it is not enough for

the driver to simply accept that his spouse will take care of everything in his

absence, but that he understands her role and agrees with, recognizes, and values

her accomplishments in his absence. It is suspected that what many wives/partners

desire is a shared partnership; that although their roles and responsibilities are

separated by distance, they both are equally engaged in the emotional and decision

making process of raising their family.

In order to gain further insight into the issues of trucking families, related

research on families where prolonged absences by husband/partners are required

can prove valuable. The field that appears to most closely resemble trucking is that

of commercial fishing. While there are other occupations which require frequent

and/or prolonged absences such as corporate executives (Boss, McCubbin, &

Lester, 1979) and military (Bowen, 1988), there are distinct differences between
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them and trucking. The absences of corporate executives tend to be more

unpredictable than that of truck drivers. The executive may be absent two days one

month, and up to twenty-four days the next (Boss, et al., 1979). There is not any

established expectation for the amount of time the executive will be absent from the

family. While the military also requires absences, these absences take place in

much larger chunks of time. For example they may range from six months to one

year (Bowen, 1988). In addition, there is the added stress of the potential for injury

or death due to the nature of the job. While this does exist to some extent for

truckers, and to a larger extent for commercial fishermen, the difference is that

truckers and fishermen do not expect to be engaged in some sort of conflict. In

short, it is not part of their job description. However, in recent years the military

has recognized that deployment, and how families deal with the coexisting stress it

creates, is an important predictor of how well families withstand the long absences

of their husbands and fathers (Logan, 1987).

Families: The Military And The Emotional Cycle Of Deployment

The Emotional Cycle Of Deployment (ECOD) model was developed by the

United States Navy as a means to determine whether emotions which centered

around deployment followed a pattern common to many of their families. What

they found was that deployment, and how families dealt with it emotionally,

occurred in a series of seven stages. These stages were predictable in the lives of

the Navy families. They also found that before the actual ECOD stages begin,
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wives tend to ignore the deployment, and it is not until four to six weeks before the

actual deployment date that stage one begins (Logan, 1987).

Stage One - Anticipation of Loss: During this stage women find it difficult

to accept that their husband is actually leaving. They may be depressed, cry a lot,

and may exhibit anger toward him. This can cause the couple to argue more than is

usual. However, this stage can also allow the release of pent-up emotions felt as a

result of the anticipated deployment date.

Stage Two - Detachment and Withdrawal: Thought to be the most difficult

stage, this generally occurs in the days just prior to deployment. In this stage,

couples tend to separate emotionally even though they are still sharing the same

home.

Stage Three - Emotional Disorganization: Immediately after deployment

and their husbands have left, many wives feel relief that the painful period of

predeployment is over. However, this feeling of relief may result in feelings of guilt

for not being more upset. Also, a feeling of disorganization is present, as previous

routines no longer apply and new ones have to be developed.

Stage Four: Recovery and Stabilization: At some point following their

husband's departure, women begin to gain self-confidence as their feelings of

independence grow. The women at this stage have been labeled "single wives" as

while they have the security of marriage, they now have more opportunity to

initiate and expand upon skills (Synder, 1987). It is very common during this stage

that women begin to refer to items as "my" - "my car," "my house," or "my

children."
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This stage can also be problematic, as the stress of being solely responsible

for the well-being of her family can be overwhelming. Although they may be

experiencing quite a bit more independence, women may be sick more often, and/or

may experience mild forms of depression.

Stage Five - Anticipation of Homecoming: A few weeks before their

husbands are due back, women tend to experience a number of emotions. First,

there is the feeling of excitement that deployment time is almost over. Then the

women begin to do all of the chores they meant to accomplish while he was gone.

Finally, apprehension about the actual homecoming are felt, although typically not

expressed at this time.

This time is also used to reevaluate their marriage. Many women have

become involved in activities that they enjoy and are reluctant to relinquish. They

also wonder how their husbands will feel about any changes or decisions they have

made during their absence.

Stage Six - Renegotiation of the Marriage Contract: During this stage, while

the couple is together in a physical sense, they are not always in sync emotionally.

In short, the couple has to renegotiate their marriage contract, as for some time now

they have been living as single spouses. For example, many women experience a

loss of the freedom and independence they had before deployment was over. They

may also have set aside typical family routines, such as dinner at a precise time,

and now have to resume them. This often causes feelings of disorganization. Also,

they have become accustomed to making all of the decisions in his absence, and

resent his attempts to "take over" in the decision making department.
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What is critical, during this period, is that the couple communicate with

each other. They must discuss any feelings they may have, evaluate the changes

that took place while he was absent, and decide what direction their future as a

couple should take.

Stage Seven Reintegration and Stabilization: At this point, things have

relaxed to a great extent. The women have stopped referring to things as "my." The

couple has established new routines, and the women begin to feel comfortable

around their husbands.

The EDOC model has proven extremely useful to the Navy in terms of

helping their families understand that this is a process shared by many, and as such,

can be viewed as normal versus pathological. It has also provided additional insight

to professionals, who work with military families, as they are now able to predict

potential problems and help families address deployment issues (Logan, 1987).

The Navy used the model in the development of a booklet entitled, Guide

To Living With Deployments. The guide is distributed to each family and contains

information aimed at helping families cope with deployment. It contains items such

as how to plan ahead (check lists, personal affair records, vehicle maintenance),

attitudes (spousal employment issues, depression, tips in keeping in touch with

husbands/fathers), deployment itself (acting as single parent, Dad's feelings, EDOC

model, traveling overseas to meet with husbands), available services (Family

Service Center, Red Cross, etc.), finances, and safety/protection while their

husband is away. The guide is comprehensive, and offered in a workbook style so

that records can be easily kept.
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The EDOC model may be appropriate in terms of its applicability to

families of long-haul truck drivers. When the model was shared with the wife of a

truck driver (who was not a participant of this study), she exclaimed: "Hell, I go

through this every week!" She went on to comment, "I wish I had know about this

before, then maybe I wouldn't feel so crazy a lot of the time." Trucking families

could benefit from the knowledge that they are not alone in their feelings, that they

can anticipate various stages, and develop coping skills that address specific issues

of driver absence. The information the model illustrates would also be useful to

trucking companies, as they would be in a position to offer support to families

through development of materials such as the Guide To Living With Deployments.

Families: Commercial Fishermen

Commercial fishing also requires that men be absent from their homes for

extended periods of time. Forsyth and Gramling (1987) use the label of "periodic

guest" when describing the long periods of absences by fishermen, and their reentry

which can be perceived as an interruption or intrusion by the family. Absence

creates separate spheres in which women are dominant within the family sphere,

and men within the working sphere. Absence does have the advantage of creating

independent lives for both men and women. However while women may engage in

a number of fishing roles (keeping books, hiring workers etc.), they do not tend to

invade the men's actual work sphere to any extent (Davis & Nadel-Klein, 1992). On

the other hand, men do invade their wives' family sphere, on a regular basis, when

they come home from sea. This acts as an interruption in the "normal functioning
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of the family" (Forsyth and Gramling, 1987). It also demonstrates that the women's

independence is an illusion and only the product of so much smoke and mirrors. In

other words, not only do families have to contend with extended absence of their

husbands/fathers, they also have to contend with changes that take place due to his

repeated exits and returns (Mederer, 1993). Changes temporarily interrupt, and

thus, rob the woman of her independent sphere - her home environment. One wife

describes it as "There's never enough time to get normal between trips. Just when

we're feeling comfortable with each other, starting to talk, he's off again" (Shafer,

1983). What this woman may mean when she says normal, is the normalcy of her

everyday life - her family sphere.

Shafer also quotes another commercial fishermen's wife on a related topic

regarding perceptions her children hold of their father and his role within the family

system. "Sometimes, I don't feel like my kids know their father. Even when he is

on the beach, if they fall down, they run right past their daddy, and come to me

with their skinned knee."

This suggests that their father is not viewed by his children as a credible

member of the family, that it is only their mother whose attention can be sought in

times of stress. This is a pattern that can easily generalize into other areas of family

life as the children grow and depend more on their mother's input versus their

father's. It could also present a barrier in terms of future father involvement, and

thereby, escalate any feelings of exclusion by both the commercial fisherman and

his wife/partner.
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An interesting paradox to the trucking literature lies in the area of non-work

for fishermen. Unlike trucking, fishing often entails long periods of downtime due

to weather conditions, seasons, and fishing runs. Here, the women are the ones who

perceive their husband's as having little responsibility while they struggle on with

the duties of family. One fisherman describes this as: "Sometimes when I've been

in a while because of bad weather, (my wife) gets the feeling she's being ripped off

because her work goes on day after day and I'm just sitting around doing nothing."

He goes on to say, "After we talk, or argue, about it she realizes I'm not sitting

around because I want to be, and when I do return to work that it's usually more

demanding than her work (Shafer, 1983)."

While truck drivers perceived their wives as having little to do since they

were "at home," here the fishermen's wife perceived her husband as having much

less responsibility when the he was "at home." In both situations the woman

continued to shoulder most of the responsibility for the family, and in turn received

little assistance or credit from her husband. Note that the fisherman did not say that

during down time he would assist his wife in her daily tasks, rather he sat around

"doing nothing." His comments provide further insight into the issue of separate

spheres, as both husband and wife considered their specific sphere to be

independent of the other's. In terms of fishing families, the wife considered her

family to be her sphere, while her husband considered his sphere to be his boat.

While the wife did not invade the actual physical sphere of her husband's work

environment (did not go along on the boat), her husband not only invaded her

family sphere, but also, did it in such a way as to be unhelpful. The fisherman did
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not recognize the impact his presence made, as his perception was that he was not

expected to physically support the family sphere. His role was strictly provider. He

also felt that his work sphere entailed quite a bit more responsibility on his part

than his wife's role within the family sphere, providing further indication of the

separateness set up for this couple via the husband's chosen profession.

Here, as in the trucking literature, the real issue appears to be involvement

by the men versus amount of time spent away from home. Both professions

acknowledge that amount of time spent away from the home is problematic, but

how separation is dealt with is key to feelings of connection for the family. In short,

how the men involve themselves with their families is the real issue.

Although the lifestyle of the commercial fishing family most closely

resembles that of the trucking family, it is different in one important way. For the

most part, commercial fishermen can predict when they will be absent. They

predict this based on the type of fishery in which they are engaged. For example,

crab is generally fished closer to home than albacore tuna. Fishermen are also home

for much longer periods of time. At times they are home for as much as three

consecutive months. This is very different from the absence of long-haul truck

drivers. Drivers know that they will be leaving within a very short window of time,

as they are rarely home for any period greater than two days in a row unless they

are injured, or on vacation. Therefore, patterns of involvement are much different.

While the fisherman may have the opportunity to fully involve himself in his

family's daily activities for an extended period of time, the trucker never can. The

trucker and his family barely have the time to adjust to his return, when it is time
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for him to leave once more. This cycles on continually throughout the year, until it

climaxes with the driver's vacation.

Men's Involvement In Family Life

Level and quality of family involvement on the part of men in general have

been difficult to capture in the past. This is because typically men's levels of family

involvement have been low when at home, and so, tricky to compare or note

differences in this level when he is absent from the family (Huston, McHale, &

Crouter, 1986).

There has also been some question of how to define father involvement. Is

it a matter of time spent with the family (Huston, et al., 1986), or is it a matter of

emotional involvement (Berscheid, 1984)? Research to date has concentrated on

the aspect of time versus focusing on the emotional involvement aspect. One large

study used behavioral self-report. This type of data collection can be biased due to

the respondent's hesitance to truly indicate levels of involvement as a means to deal

with any emotional conflict/guilt the respondent may have over a reported low

level. Most studies that explored this phenomenon used surveys that asked people

to generalize. This made the results more prone to error (Huston, et al., 1986).

Thus, there does not appear to have been any satisfactory results regarding time the

father spent with his family.

It has also been demonstrated that men tend to view their family

involvement quite differently than do women. Typically, women view their family

involvement as an integral part of their life, one that is not a separate component
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but interwoven throughout their life experience. Conversely, men view family

involvement as a separate issue. They tend to separate their family life from work

(Hochschild, 1989). Men sometimes feel that by going to work and providing for

their family, that they are demonstrating a significant level of family involvement.

Also, the notion that men tend to bring their job "home" with them may be an

extension of the contributions he feels are made in terms of involvement with his

family (Kanter, 1977). That is, if one is continually absorbed with one's job, and

that job represents one's level of family involvement, the more time one spends on

it, the higher one's level of family involvement must be.

Yet, fathers' involvement in the lives of their children can be significant in

terms of their children's growth and development (Lamb, 1987; Wenk, et al., 1994).

It also contributes to the well-being of the marital relationship (Erickson, 1993;

Hochschild, 1989; Perry-Jenkins & Crouter, 1990). The involvement to which this

research speaks is not defined in terms of how well a provider the husband is.

Rather, it speaks to both the amount and level of involvement in which he is

engaged with his family (i.e., assisting with housework, child-care and leisure

activities). This is quite a different philosophy than that of men who feel they are

fully involved with their families if they are bringing home a high paycheck. It

further strengthens the notion that time is really not the issue. While it defines the

work context, it does not necessarily define the larger issues of family involvement.

These issues are revealed in how the couple defines and copes with the frequent

and prolonged absences long-haul truck driving requires. As can be ascertained
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from the literature, there are significant gender differences in how involvement is

both defined and subsequently coped.

Women's Use Of Ambivalence To Resolve Conflicting Emotion

Most of the research that has explored the role of emotional support has

looked to its value in terms of marital relationship functioning (Blood & Wolfe,

1960). Indeed, it has always been thought of as an integral part of family life

(Blood & Wolfe, 1960; Hochschild, 1989). However, much of the current body of

research is concerned with effects of emotion upon recipients. It does not focus on

its effect upon providers (Williams, 1988). Traditionally, providers of emotional

support are women in that they are the ones most often sought when emotional

support is needed (House, Umberson, & Landis, 1988). One of the consequences of

being the major provider of emotional solace is described by Hochschild (1989) as

burnout or "emotional exhaustion" which is "associated with working intensely and

intimately with others over a sustained period of time." Yet, women continue to

provide this type of support regardless of outcome, and how they are able to sustain

this role remains somewhat of a research mystery.

A recent study, which enlisted focus groups of commercial fishing wives,

found that one way the women used ambivalent feelings was as a means to resolve

contradictory emotions (Zvonkovic & Moon, 1997). What was unique about this

use of conflict within the women was that they were able to change the way they

thought about their lives. For example, one woman in their study enhanced her

control over the family by deciding that while her husband was clearly upset that he
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could not participate more fully in parenting, she was not going to make it any

easier for him to accomplish this. She also recognized that control over the family

is not socially legitimate. Hence, ambivalence served to provide her with a rational

for taking control over her family and her life.

The role of contradiction, as expressed through feelings of ambivalence, is

representative of the struggle and contradiction suggested by dynamic systems

theory. Unlike other family theories that look to consensus and consistency,

ongoing struggle or conflict is one of the motivating forces behind the creation of

change over time. It also reflects the active human agency needed to impede that

change (Scanzoni, Polonko, Teachman, & Thompson, 1989). Therefore, women

can be active in the manipulation of their emotions in order to be able to deal with

their struggles effectively (Zvonkovic & Moon, 1997).

Zvonkovic & Moon (1996) also found that contradictory feelings or

emotions also served as a sort of "emotional balm" which women used to soothe

feelings of resentment toward aspects of their life over which they felt they had

little control. In this way, they absented themselves from a posture of

powerlessness. The concept could offer an explanation, in part, of how women are

able to sustain themselves emotionally in times of stress without experiencing the

burnout or "emotional exhaustion" posited by Hochschild, 1979.

The Role And Nature Of Women's Social Support Systems

Social support in women's lives can be received in several forms. It can

take the form of practical assistance such as offering to provide child-care when
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needed. It can also consist of emotional support in times of stress, acting as a buffer

between stress producing events and the individual's emotional state. It has been

demonstrated that social support systems are an important factor in women's

emotional well-being (Belle, 1982). Social supports go beyond offering assistance

in times of stress, as they are important contributors to women's coping strategies

and sense of belonging. They also play an important role in helping women

establish feelings of competence in their daily lives (Gottlieb, 1994).

Women receive social support from multiple sources. These sources are

accessed according to type of assistance needed whether practical or emotional.

These categories are further broken down into subcategorize which address the

specific need of the individual at that point in time (Cohen & McKay 1984;

Cutrona & Russell, 1990; Jacobson, 1986). Therefore, it becomes necessary to

establish and maintain a variety of social support sources, some of which will be

on-going, and others that can be accessed in times of stress-producing events.

Supports must also be tailored to the individual in that there must be a good fit

between the type of supports available and the needs of the individual. However,

social support is not a tangible commodity that can be ordered and delivered at will.

It is a product of interactions within relationships that occur over time. The types of

relationships which offer social support can be either personal (friends or loved

ones), or professional (those with specialized knowledge and/or training). Optimal

support systems are those which offer these in combination (Gottlieb, 1994).

While this may suggest that the establishment of multiple social support

systems can become exhaustive to women, it actually accomplishes the opposite as
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it creates feelings of security. Security empowers women in terms of being more in

control of their lives, providing them with the means to actively assert their

individual human agency and create lives that are meaningful to them (Belle,

1982).

The Home: Establishment Of A Territory

One of the earliest forms of human territorial function is represented by the

male provisioning, home based model. In this model, the mother and her children

are sequestered within a marked, well-defined territorial space, while the male

roams outside the established boundary in order to gather provisions needed by the

family. The marked territory is an early representation of the home as we know it

today. However, one more element is needed to properly define it as home. It must

also be considered off-limits to outsiders, who may enter only with the permission

of those who consider it to be their territory (Taylor, 1988).

Within this territory or home, humans function or interact in ways that are

beneficial to the group. In short, human territorial functioning carries with it a set

of psychological, social psychological, and ecological aspects that assist in

maintaining order and a sense of well-being for members (Taylor, 1988). In other

words, it may aid in stress reduction, strengthen ties among group members, and

help the group setting function effectively. However it implies that territorial

functioning only applies to groups versus individuals. Taylor goes on to say that the

concept can be applied to individuals when considering the context of the group to

which they belong. Enhancement of a personal identity can be extremely important
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from the perspective of a given individual, as it provides her with personal

relevance within the various group interactions. Therefore, human territory is not

only represented by a physical or marked boundary, it is also characterized by

human functions that take place within, whether these are group interactions, or the

actions of individuals.

A corollary to this proposition lies in the area of identity display.

Individuals use their territories as a means to display their "personalities, interests,

and values." How an individual marks or decorates her territory or home is an

expression of her individuality. These markers are representative of symbolic need,

and help by satisfying such expression (Vinsel, Brown, Altman, & Foss, 1980).

However, the issue goes to a deeper level. While marking may symbolize

individual needs, it also indicates who the space belongs to. In short, such marking

indicates possession. On an interpersonal level, the markers also inform outsiders

who occupies a given space, and thus, the individual's role is clarified (Hansen &

Altman, 1976).

Marking or decorating one's territory is not simply a matter of choosing

one's favorite styles. It is also an expression of one's "social class, values, sex

roles, and stage of life." The possessions used to express such aspects also play a

role in providing a sense of security by making one feel in control, and the more

one controls an object, the more it becomes part of the individual (Kron, 1983). For

example, if everyone in a given neighborhood owns the snowblower, no one person

has control over it. As a result, it really does not belong to anyone, and cannot be

perceived as signifying a specific individual's identity. The role possessions play in
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symbolic representation of self is not a new concept. As Simmel (1983) wrote:

"Every possession is an extension of the self."

The way a home is marked or decorated can provide insight into the

"personalities, interests, and values," of the individuals who construct the

environment. It communicates, through a system of symbols, what these aspects

are. Perhaps Kron (1983) said it best: "The language of the home and its decor is

one of the most complex languages in the world. But, because of that it is also one

of the richest and most expressive means of communication."

Theoretical Rationale

As the issues in families where the husband/partner is a long-haul truck

driver have not been explored in any formal research sense, this study will use the

grounded theory approach. This is justified because the context in which the

families of long-haul truck drivers find themselves is very different from that of

families typically represented in the family science literature. Therefore, the women

and their stories should not be revealed strictly within any previously held

theoretical perspective. Rather, the women should be allowed to construct the

reality of life in a trucking family from their perceptions of what it means to them

both as individuals, and as mothers, wives, or partners.

However, family theories can often be useful in terms of developing an

understanding of the effects of family dynamics upon individual family members in

that concepts from such theories will often be relevant. When considering the role

that husband/father absence has upon the family, several theories come to mind
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which explain its effects to some extent. This is particularly true if one assumes that

there are a number of preexisting ideas embedded within one's data. Thus, various

interpretations can be made regarding the same set of circumstances, each theory

contributing its own explanation in a specific manner (Sandelowski, Holditch-

Davis, & Harris, 1992). With this premise in mind, the following three family

theories should lend themselves well to the issues of long-haul trucking families:

systems theory, dynamic systems theory, and social exchange theory.

Systems Theory

Systems theory provides a method that can be utilized when studying

families. It accomplishes this by examining transactions which take place among

family members (Whitchurch, 1989). These transactions are often redundant over

time, and can be identified as patterns (Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson, 1967).

What is significant about systems theory, as applied to families, is its focus on the

interdependent behaviors of members and how the behavior/s of one member or

component affect every other member or component (Whitchurch, 1989). In other

words, a mutual influence occurs. This influence is reciprocal in that a given

behavior by one member elicits a behavior by one or more members. This theory

could lend itself well when examining the perceptions of the trucking wives in

terms of the prolonged absences of their husband/partners, as the absences

themselves affect how family members react to the issues it raises.

To further illustrate this concept, Satir's (1972) metaphor of the family

system that operates as a mobile provides additional insight into systems theory:
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In a mobile all the pieces, no matter what size or
shape, can be grouped together in balance by
shortening or lengthening the strings attached, or
rearranging the distance between the pieces. So it is
with a family. None of the family members is
identical to any other; they are all different and at
different levels of growth. As in a mobile, you can't
arrange one without thinking of the other...[T]he
strings are...rules and communication patterns. (pp.
119-120).

Thus, the family process becomes a product of the entire system, not merely

the result of one specific member's behavior. In short, the notion of "cause and

effect" does not apply (Whitchurch, 1989). Therefore, it becomes possible to look

at families without placing any type of blame upon one member for the behaviors

of the entire group. Blame is important to consider when thinking about the

families of truckers. It would be easy to view his prolonged absences as

pathological, then the trucker himself could be blamed for any difficulties

experienced within the family. However, as systems theory views the family as a

whole, this is not possible within its framework. Here also, the issue of his

availability in terms of amount of time spent at home becomes unimportant.

Instead, it is how the trucker and his family cope with his absence that shapes the

relationship.

However, it has been argued that while systems theory provides a way to

examine the behavior of family members, it has little or no explanatory power

(Littlejohn, 1989), as how members behave is posited by systems theory. The why

of their behaviors is not. Therefore, systems theory is rather limiting as the purpose
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of this study is to discover not only how women perceive and react to the specific

context of life in a trucking family, but also the reasons behind their perceptions.

Dynamic Systems Theory

Dynamic systems theory suggests that families must be examined within

their cultural contexts (Scanzoni, Polonko, Teachman, & Thompson, 1989). This

perspective is relevant to families of long-haul truckers in that the lifestyle imposes

atypical adjustments upon its families. If one were only to look within the family,

as systems theory suggests (Whitchurch, 1989; Whiteside, 1993), families of

truckers might well appear to be rather chaotic. Without any true understanding of

the role the trucking industry plays, one might well gain a much different sense of

what is occurring. That is, are family members only reacting to one another's

behaviors, or are they also reacting to a lifestyle imposed upon them by the context

of work?

Another proposition of dynamic systems theory is asserting human agency

(Scanzoni, et al., 1989). Given the context of the trucking lifestyle, family members

do not possess much leeway in how they construct the perimeters that surround

their life. Yet, this premise suggests that they do have a great deal of leeway in how

they construct their lives within these same perimeters.

Another important proposition is that struggle is viewed as inevitable

(Scanzoni, et al., 1989). This concept sets dynamic systems theory apart from

general systems theory that posits that the family thrives on balance and order. For

the dynamic systems theorist, homeostatic balance is not seen as a realistic
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possibility for which to strive. Instead, it is the disturbances, disagreements and

conflicts that make the family thrive, and shape the relationships within the family

system.

Change over time is the final proposition in dynamic systems theory. It

maintains that change over time is a product of the context, human agency, and the

inevitable struggle between people and their environment. Although dynamic

systems theory rejects family stage development, it does support the family life

course perspective (Scanzoni, et al., 1989). Life course perspective posits that

individuals undergo change according to experiences and events that occur

throughout their life span. Since families represent a collection of individuals, it is

their collective experiences that shape their lives and determine the outcome for

each family.

Dynamic systems theory could be applied to trucking families, as they

dwell within a specific context (trucking). While they are not able to structure this

context, they do have leeway within it that allows them to exert human agency.

Since repeated and unpredictable absences on the part of the truck drivers present

unique challenges to trucking families, disturbance, disagreement and conflict are

present. According to dynamic systems theory, change over time would be the

byproduct of the work context, the assertion of human agency and how

disturbances, disagreements and conflicts are resolved. Therefore, dynamic systems

expands upon concepts which underlie general systems theory. That is, while

general systems theory has proven useful in terms of understanding the effects of

family member's behaviors upon the rest of its members, dynamic systems goes
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beyond and takes into account the context (trucking), the amount of leeway family

members have in constructing their own reality (human agency), and the role

disturbance and conflict presents to the family (frequent absence of the truck

driver).

Social Exchange Theory

Many theorists use a market metaphor when explaining the basic tenets of

social exchange theory. They view the exchange relationship of people as an

extended market where valuable resources (both material and psychological) are

exchanged, and people make choices about their behaviors based on a system of

profits and costs (Foa, 1980).

The assumptions social exchange theory makes are twofold. First are

assumptions about humans. It posits that they seek to obtain rewards and minimize

costs. However, when the costs are not clear, individuals will use expectation in

their evaluation of what is less costly. When it does not appear that any desirable

alternatives are available, the individual will choose the least costly one for

him/herself, and will consider the cost/reward ratio that impacts how they behave in

order to fulfill their own desire and gain reward. They will also consider how much

reward to provide to another person in the relationship in order to create a norm of

reciprocity (Scanzoni, 1979).

The second set of assumptions are guided by: norms of reciprocity, give and

take, balance of reward, cost for the individual within the relationship, and by the

norm of fairness. Also, the emergent characteristics of previous experience heavily
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influence future one. That is, that a set of expectations will occur based on previous

events/experiences (Scanzoni, 1979).

To sum this up, human beings calculate, provide and exhibit behaviors

based on their perceptions of the outcome. Is it going to reward me, or is it going to

cost me something? If so, is the cost prohibitive? Their perceptions are based on

previous experience that either provides a clear indication of outcome, or at the

very least, an expectation of what will result. When there is not any chance of

attaining a highly valuable reward, individuals will think about alternatives and

decide which are the least costly. According to Homons (1961), the secret to social

exchange relationships is to provide rewards to others that are more rewarding to

them than costly to you, and to receive outcomes that are more rewarding to you

than costly to you.

While it may be difficult to visualize a process by which people constantly

monitor the rewards and costs, and display the behavior they anticipate will benefit

them, could this be true on some level? A woman may indeed weigh the cost of

bringing up conflict against its effect upon her and her relationship. In instances

such as this, this basic concept of social exchange theory does appear relevant in

terms of understanding the decisions women make in order to develop a

relationship that conforms to the trucking lifestyle in which she finds herself.

Use Of Grounded Theory Versus Established Family Theory

While the aforementioned family theories contain aspects that could prove

relevant in terms of application to trucking families, this is a population that has not
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been studied previously in a research sense. Therefore, these families may not fit

entirely within the theoretical perspectives of any one established family theory.

With this notion in mind, the study used the grounded theory approach. However,

the usefulness of systems, dynamic systems, and social exchange theories was not

entirely discarded. They remained in suspension until the data had been analyzed.

At that time, their relevance was reexamined, and a decision made regarding their

ability to conceptualize the dynamics of the trucking family. Until then, it was

assumed that the realities of such dynamics would be allowed to emerge from the

data.

Grounded Theory

There are qualitative researchers who approach their research setting with

the "tabula rosa" or empty slate approach. They feel than any preconceived notions

should be set aside, that this allows the emergence of themes and categories that are

natural and not tainted by the researcher's beliefs, bias, or experience (Daly, 1992).

However, it is questionable that one could truly suspend one's thoughts on a

particular subject without entering some sort of transcendental state. A reasonable

alternative would be to consider one's own knowledge and resultant assumptions

before beginning a qualitative study. Lincoln & Guba (1985) address this issue by

stressing the importance of making "tacit knowledge explicit" from the very

beginning. This provides a method to sensitize oneself to the area of inquiry

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). After this has been accomplished, then it may be

possible to pursue a given piece of research with full knowledge of bias on the
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researcher's part that would influence data analysis. In light of this important

premise, the author's reflective statement was developed as a means to illuminate

any past experience that might affect data analysis.

Qualitative research can be compared to that of other areas of investigation

(Packer & Addison, 1989). For example, in criminal investigation, one cannot jump

to conclusions based on a previously held theory. To do so would involve making

the evidence fit one's theory. Rather, one needs to allow the evidence to speak for

itself (Fuhrman, 1997). This illustrates the basic premise behind what qualitative

researchers refer to as grounded theory. In other words, rather than entering the

research process with a stated theory, the qualitative researcher does not concern

her/himself with anything more than gathering data. It is only during data analysis

that the researcher considers the message the data is providing by looking for key

issues that lie within (Gilgun, 1992). In short, the theory that evolves from the data

is grounded in reality, versus a preconceived notion of what that reality should be.

Therein lies the true strength and rationale for grounded theory in qualitative

research. That is, it allows for the construction of new theoretical perspectives that

are pure in that they are not tainted by previous theoretical constraints.

Not all qualitative researchers utilize the grounded theory approach. Some

are guided by theory and run the risk of lapsing into a more analytic induction. At

this point, the boundary blurs, and it becomes less clear in terms of how much

influence theoretical perspective has over analysis. Many researchers justify this

approach by stating that established theories help sensitize them to the anticipated

research. They may also feel that the use of theory is appropriate in their comments
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once key concepts and themes have been identified (Gilgun, 1992). Yet, there

appear to be two different issues at play regarding the use of established theory in

qualitative research. The first, use of theory to sensitize oneself, could also allow

the development of researcher bias, as now a preconceived set of notions is in

place. These notions may be unrecognized, as they are not thought of as bias; they

are thought of as useful information. The second issue, use of theory after data

analysis, appears to be more justified as it can provide further evidence of a given

theory's credibility. However, the use of established theory may prove intrusive in

the quest of new theoretical development. Hence, the decision to use the grounded

theory approach was considered to be the most viable method with which to

examine the feelings of the study's participants.

Feminist Research

One of the primary objectives of feminist research can be found in its

attempts to include voices that have previously been unheard (Westkott, 1979). In

short, the voices of women. It is also concerned that research be conducted that will

be useful to women (Harding, 1987; Westkott, 1979). Family life for women is not

necessarily viewed as oppressing. Rather, families are viewed as having the

potential to provide a source of support for women. Quality feminist research has a

commitment to explore research strategies that not only records the experiences of

everyday life, but also, ones that will help negate feelings of isolation for the

research participants (Fonow & Cook, 1991).
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A common criticism of qualitative research is that it is too subjective, unlike

quantitative research methods with its emphasis on objectivity/positivism. This

notion is recognized by feminist researchers who address the problem by being

consciously reflexive (Stanley, 1990). In this way, reflexivity is used to critically

examine one's own bias related to the topic being researched. This allows for data

analysis that is conducted with a more objective eye.

These basic tenets of feminist research were kept firmly in mind throughout

the research process, from the initial conception of the topic, to the final data

analysis and conclusions. It was anticipated that the final result would serve as a

prime example of quality feminist research.
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CHAPTER III:

METHODOLOGY

This chapter includes information on how women were selected for the

study and describes the interview process for the sample. An environmental

analysis of the women's homes was also conducted as an adjunct to the study. This

analysis was then compared to the homes of non-truck drivers employed in blue-

collar occupations, and who were home every night. Finally, the data analysis

procedures for both the women's interviews and the home environment analysis is

discussed.

Research Design

Qualitative data collection was gathered via one-on-one interviews with ten

women who are married or live with long-haul truck drivers. Each woman was

asked a question developed to elicit her perception of the trucking lifestyle. Also

included within each interview was a series of questions designed to elicit an oral

history for each participant. The oral history consisted of demographic data, and

was used to develop a profile of each woman. The questions used to elicit

perceptions and demographic data are contained in Appendix A.

During the interviews, the women discussed their own, unique experience

without making any comparisons between theirown experience and that of others.

Even if they did refer to other women, these women were not present so that this

information was unidimensional. In this way the women could be viewed not only
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as part of the total context, but also, as individuals within that specific context as

shown in the figure below.

DRIVER TRUCKING
ABSENCE COMPANY/ SUPPORT

Each Women's Unique Characteristics

*Age *Gender/Age of Children

*Marital History *Employment History

*Level of Education *Perception Of Life With
Trucker

Use of Individuality To Create Relationship/Lifestyle That
Works

In the figure, two aspects of the trucking lifestyle (driver absence and

company support) are conceived as perimeters over which women have no control.

These are represented in the circle. Within these perimeters, each woman uses her

unique characteristics (age, education, perceptions etc.) to create a lifestyle that

works for her and her family. Her ability to do so is illustrated by a broken line that

signifies that although the context presents barriers, she is not bound by them.
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An environmental analysis of the women's homes was conducted as an

adjunct part to the study. The notion of exploring the home environment was the

result of a pure case of serendipity. When pilot testing the interview protocol, it

was noted that Greta's home did not communicate her husband's presence. This

was particularly evident in her display of items she had gathered on a recent trip to

Hawaii, as there was only one lei, one set of chopsticks, etc. It was not until she

was asked about the significance of those items, that she revealed both she and her

husband had gone on the trip together. Further examination of her home did not

reveal any evidence of her husband's presence. As is true with many researchers,

this lack of evidence became a matter if intense curiosity which posed additional

questions. Would this absence be evident in the other homes? If so, what did it

mean, and what was its purpose? This allowed for further exploration of how

women cope with the extended absence of their husbands/partners. As a means to

compare the environmental data gathered in the homes of truck drivers, the homes

of non-truck drivers were also observed and data recorded.

Gathering Qualitative Data From Interviews

At the beginning of the interview session each woman was asked to provide

an oral history. The data were used to develop a profile of each woman so that the

individuality of each woman's reality was captured.

In order to understand or gain a sense of a participant's perceptions, the

interview is especially effective. It allows for the flexibility needed to allow some

degree of participant digression and probing by the interviewer (Kreuger, 1995).

Therefore, the interview format utilized by this study was semistandarized so that

probing was permitted to occur. Interviews also allow for more complex or detailed
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content of the data being collected (Berg, 1995). Please refer to Appendix B for the

schedule of interview questions. During the interviewprocess, probes were inserted

by the interviewer in order to gain further elaboration on a particular topic.

In order to achieve a more accurate illustration of each participant's

experience, and to assist in interpreting the home environment, the services of a

consultant were obtained. This person was present at the initial pilot interview. The

consultant's qualifications were that she held a degree in both psychology and

communication, with specific expertise in interpreting non-verbal communication.

The rationale for using such a service was 1) to provide a means for probing

beyond the interviewer's questions, as a way to prevent author bias from getting in

the way of data collection (the author also acting as interviewer), and 2) as a way to

interpret the family environment (home). Before the first interview, the consultant

signed a confidentiality agreement in which she stated that she would not reveal

names of any of the women included in the study. She also stated that she would

not discuss the interview content, nor the home environments without the express

permission of the principal investigator. A copy of the agreement is presented in

Appendix C. The consultant was present at each interview and observed the home

environment. She also inserted additional probes when needed during the interview

process. Each woman was asked in advance if the consultant's presence would

present a problem. While none of the women objected to the consultant's presence,

such women would not have been asked to participate further.

The analysis of the home environment was not explained to the women for

two reasons. The first reason is that if advised in advance, a woman may have
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chosen to present her home in an inauthentic manner according to how she

perceived the intent behind such an analysis. This could have compromised the

validity of the study as in order to capture an environment's essence, it was

necessary to make observations without influencing them (Stoddart, 1986). The

second reason is that it may have proven intimidating to be informed that such an

analysis would be conducted and would have interfered with the relaxed nature of

the interview. Environmental analysis was not conducted as a means to "judge"

how well each woman maintained her home. It was utilized as a method to gain

additional information that could reveal how she and her family reacted to her

husband/partner's absences.

Gathering Data From Environmental Observations

An analysis of the general home environment was conducted as a method to

gain an additional sense of how such families cope. For example, a brief analysis of

a home environment might have revealed little acknowledgment that the driver

actually lived there. Or it might have been full of items that stressed that although

he was absent a great deal of the time, his presence was acknowledged through

representations such as pictures, mementos, etc.

In addition, the homes of ten non-truck drivers were analyzed in order to

determine if there were any apparent differences between homes where

husband/partners were absent for extended periods (i.e., truck drivers), and those

where the husband/partner was home every night. Selection of the non-truckers was

determined by type of employment. All of the non-truckers were engaged in blue-
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collar work. In seven of these homes the investigator acted alone without the

consultant. In the homes of truck drivers the consultant was necessary because the

principal investigator was engaged in conducting interviews. This was not the case

in the homes of non-truckers. Thus, the physical presence of the consultantwas not

needed, as the principal investigator was only there to observe the environment.

However, the principal investigator and the consultant did discuss in advance of

these visits what the investigator should observe while in the homes as relevant

data for the study.

Sampling and Sample Selection: Interviews Of Women Married/Living With
Truckers

Data were gathered from ten wives/partners of long-haul truck drivers. The

women's husbands all drove for the same trucking company. The interviews took

place in the women's homes. The criteria used for sample selection were: 1) The

woman had cohabited with her husband/partner for a period of at least five years

prior to the study (while some of the women and/or their husbands/partners had

been married more than once, it was not significant when selecting the sample

population); 2) They must have had children living in their household for at least

two of the five years, (it made no difference to the study whether these children

were biological, adopted, or foster-care children, only that they were present at

some point during the family trucking lifestyle); and 3) That her husband/partner

had been a long-haul driver for at least three consecutive years prior to the study.
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Although the women who participated in the study could have been married to or

living with a truck driver, all of the participants were married.

The rationale for including only the families of long-haul truck drivers in

this study was because of the consistency of their exits and returns to their families.

Local drivers are home almost every day. In that regard, they are not different from

many other families outside of trucking. Over-the-road drivers are home much less

often than long-haul drivers, and so women and their families would have much

less connection in terms of his physical presence. It was suspected that the issues

over-the-road driving raised might have been very different from those of long-haul

drivers. This would have made it difficult for comparisons across families.

The justification for using the perspective of wives/partners was twofold.

The first premise was that examination of Bureau of Labor statistics indicated that

only 5.3% of truck drivers are female. Of those who are, they typically drive with

their husband/partners, drive local, or are single parents (Sallak, 1998). Therefore,

their issues/perceptions would be quite different from those who remain at home

with children. The second premise is that wives/partners at home are in a unique

position to view first hand the dynamics of family life when their husband/partner

is a long-haul truck driver.

The women were selected from trucking companies who employ such

drivers. Initially the sample selection was going to be accomplished by contacting

each company's safety director and enlisting their assistance in identifying

wives/partners they felt might take part in the study. Further thought revealed a

potential problem with this approach, as the safety directors might have suggested
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families that they perceived as cooperative in terms of the driver's employment

issues. Since the study did not seek only families that "got along well" with safety

directors, possible participants were contacted directly by the researcher. Upon

contact, the research study and its process was explained. If interested, an interview

time and date was agreed upon. Also, some of the participants informed their

friends about the study. As a result, two of the participants were snowballed into

the study.

Sampling and Sample Selection: Homes Of Non-Truckers

Ten homes were selected for observation. These were homes in which the

husband/partner was home every night on a regular basis. None of the men were

employed as local truck drivers. The type of employment the men were engaged in

were welder, postal worker, salesman, construction supervisor, worker in recycling

plant, factory worker, carpet installer, security officer, mill worker, and carpenter.

The women were all known to either the investigator and/or the consultant, because

it would have been difficult to gain entrance into a stranger's home without some

concrete reason. Since neither one wanted to present herself as a door-to-door

salesperson, given the purpose of the observation (to take a peek at the home's

interior), it was felt that utilizing friends would be appropriate. However, none of

the participants were told of the purpose of the visit, or even that the visit was part

of an on-going study. This method was considered to be an unobtrusive observation

as the women did not know that their homes were being observed (Berg, 1995). Yet

it was not felt to be intrusive on an ethical level, as judgments were not being made
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about their homes or the participant's behaviors. The observation's purpose was

only to determine if the husband/partner was reflected, and to generate a list of such

indicators. The only other criteria for the visits were that they be at a time when the

woman's husband/partner was not at home.

Procedure: Interview

Before each interview, the investigator verbally explained the purpose of

the research project, the procedure, and any foreseeable risks and benefits the

interviewee might gain by participation. She was verbally informed of the process

by which confidentiality would be ensured. She was also informed that she had the

right to refrain from answering any question, and that she could withdraw from the

study at any time without penalty. If she agreed to participate, she was presented

with an informed consent document approved by Oregon State's Human Subjects

Review Board (refer to Appendix D). She was asked to read and sign this document

and received a copy to keep for her records. When this was completed, the

interview began. First, the oral history was taken. Then the series of interview

questions were asked. Additional probes were inserted as needed. At the conclusion

of the interview, each woman was given a small gift (candle, decorative pin, etc.),

as an expression of thanks for her participation.

Each interview was audiotaped and subsequently transcribed. Each woman

was assigned a pseudonym so that confidentiality could be maintained during

analysis and subsequent data summaries.
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Procedure: Environmental Analysis: Homes Of Truck Drivers

Upon arrival at each participant's home, the consultant roamed throughout

various rooms while the investigator set up the tape player and went over the

informed consent document with the woman. The only rooms the consultant

explored were the "public" rooms, or those that might represent the "face" the

family presented to the world. These were the living room, family room, dining

room, primary bathroom, and kitchen. Other, more private areas, such as the

bedroom, were not examined. The rationale for examining public rooms versus

private ones was supported by Kron (1983) who states that rooms such as the living

room serve as a testament to a family's values. Conversely, she states that it can

also express ambivalence by displaying symbolic disdain for these values. Thus,

the living room and other rooms designed to allow the presence of outsiders are

reflective of the feelings of the individuals who live there.

Procedure: Environmental Analysis: Homes Of Non-Truckers

Since an interview was not taking place during the visit, the observational

procedure varied from the one utilized in the homes of women married/living with

long-haul truck drivers. Both the investigator and the consultant attended three of

the visits. The investigator conducted the other seven. Previous to the visits, the

principal investigator and the consultant discussed what would indicate the

husband/partner's presence in the home. They agreed that only highly visible

evidence would be noted and generated a list of items they felt would provide such
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evidence in general. Two of the non-driver homes were then visited together and

each made a list of items they had observed. These lists were then compared for

inter-rater reliability (Salkind, 1997). The agreement was high, as the only disparity

between the lists was the non-inclusion of two items in one of the homes, one by

the principal investigator, and the other by the consultant. The third visit that the

investigator and consultant made together was the last home. The same procedure

was followed as in the first two visits and lists compared. The reliability remained

high as only one item was missing from the investigator's list.

All of the visits followed the same agenda. Upon arrival, the investigator,

acting alone, or investigator and consultant team would make small talk. After a

few minutes, an excuse would be made to enter a room that was not easily visible

such as getting a drink of water, going to the bathroom, etc. However, in many

cases questions could be asked that would guide the women into volunteering to

show other areas of the home: "I heard you painted the kitchen, can I see?" The

visits lasted from 20 to 30 minutes. Upon leaving the home, the investigator and/or

consultant went to the car and drove to the nearest parking area where field notes

could be jotted down. If the consultant was in attendance, discussion about what

had been observed was conducted. If not, the investigator discussed what had been

observed with the consultant at a later meeting.

Data Analysis: Oral History

The data gathered from the oral history were used to develop a personal

profile for each participant. Even though each woman was living within the same
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context (trucking) as the other women in the study, she remained an individual who

came to the study with a history unique unto her. For example, factors such as

when in their relationship her husband/partner began trucking, length of her present

relationship, her age, the ages of her children, her employment history, and any

preconceived notions about trucking she possessed previous to her relationship

with a trucker was captured in order to reflect the diversity of the various women

included in the study. Diversity was important to consider when examining groups

of individuals who shared a common lifestyle, as there could have been a tendency

to look for patterns and themes without taking into account the foundation of

experience that influenced each woman's response to the interview questions. It

was anticipated that the personal history that each woman brought to this study

would have shaped the way she responded to life with a truck driver, and would

illuminate her lifestyle.

Data Analysis: Interview

Some of the analysis took place during the interview itself, because

decisions were made throughout the process regarding what themes to pursue with

the participant. Once the interview was complete, a dialogue between the

investigator and the consultant took place. At that time obvious topics and patterns

were discussed and noted. Also, any seemingly pertinent comments made by the

participant after the tape player had been shut off were noted. The study's

investigator then wrote field notes that reflected her observations.
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Subsequently, the data were transcribed and guidelines outlined by Casey

(1998) were followed. First a written summary which reflected each woman's

experience was prepared. Then the transcripts were examined for patterns and

trends, and relevant quotes were highlighted. These quotes were moved into

categories that reflected the various topics, and quotes that were the most

illustrative were selected. During this process, the investigator constantly asked

herself what were the women saying, what were they feeling, what was really

important, how did the women compare, and were there any quotes by the women

that while said only once, were notable? Following this, categories and

subcategorizes were explored for relationships among them. The approach utilized

by this study was the constant comparative method (Glaser, 1978; Glaser &

Strauss, 1967). This made possible multiple comparisons of the participant's

perceptions (Synder, 1992). Finally the first draft of the data summary was written

using both the field notes and the transcript analysis. It was then examined to see if

it reflected what the participants had said (Casey, 1998). In short, a content analysis

was conducted. Content analysis has been broadly defined as "any technique for

making inferences by systematically, and objectively identifying, special

characteristics of messages" (Holsti, 1968).

Data Analysis: Home Environment of Truck Drivers

The home environment analysis was accomplished through the combined

efforts of the investigator and the consultant. It was also a content analysis. As the

home environments did convey messages, through evidence that the trucker
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resided/did not reside there, content analysis was appropriate. The analysis was not

limited to manifest content analysis that limits depth as only elements that are

visible, and therefore countable, are considered and discussed. The analysis was

extended to latent content analysis which allowed for interpretation of the symbolic

meaning of the elements present/not present in the homes (Berg, 1995). Although

the primary danger of latent analysis is the absence of objectivity (Heilman, 1976),

this was addressed through the collaborative efforts of the investigator and

consultant. The consultant provided input regarding her initial impression of the

home environment in the form of written field notes submitted to the investigator

within one week. At that time, a dialog took place to further explore various

observations and impressions. First, they asked themselves what had been similar

across the home environments of the women? Once they had established this

similarity, they discussed the homes in which this did not exist. They then asked if

there were differences in these women and their feelings about their husband's

driving? In order to determine any differences, both the women's summaries

(individual profiles), and the transcripts were reexamined for pertinent information.

When this had been accomplished, the data summary was prepared.

Data Analysis: Home Environment of Non-Truckers

During analysis the following two questions were asked: 1) did these homes

reflect the presence of the husband/partner, and 2) if so, what aspects of the home

revealed that presence? These observations were then compared to those made of
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the homes of the trucking families to determine whether significant differences had

been observed between the two environments.

Data Analysis: Initial Benefits For Research Participants

Many of the study's participants wondered if they would have direct access

to the results. They were extremely curious to learn how other womencope with

the extended absences of their husbands/partners. The women's desire was

addressed through the development of a newsletter mailed to each participant at the

conclusion of the study. A copy of the letter thanking participants and the attached

newsletter has been included as Appendix E. The data were analyzed for aspects

that provided the following two benefits: first, the women were reassured that they

were not alone in the context, and second, they had immediate access to other types

of coping strategies developed by wives of long-haul truck drivers. They also

learned what support/support systems had proved valuable to other wives, and

hopefully were able to include some of these into their repertoires. Also, their

inclusion in the research process was validated, which is an aspect of research that

is sometimes ignored even with the best of intentions on the part of the researcher.

Data Analysis: A Final Thought

The method of data collection revealed a comprehensive analysis of the

participant's feelings. It may well represent a model of study that is able to maintain

participant diversity and individuality, while exploring common themes and
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patterns across individuals. This could prove extremely useful when studying

families within a specific context such as long-haul trucking, as the context

provides structure in the form of perimeters. However, the context does not provide

the life experiences and perceptions of the individuals who exist within such

perimeters. Context was important to consider, as it would be easy to make

inappropriate generalizations concerning specific groups of people who share a

context, if their individuality was not addressed. This provided the rationale for the

specific design and data analysis of this study. It was the "driving force" down the

sometimes foggy road to discovery. The low beams, if you will!
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CHAPTER IV:

RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS

The women in the study discussed their perceptions of the trucking lifestyle

prior to entering their relationships with truck drivers. They also described life in a

trucking family. Through the women's interviews, and subsequent analysis, six

topics, relevant to the purpose of the study, were identified. The topics were: 1)

staying connected as a family when the driver is both at home and on the road; 2)

driver's level of parenting at home and on the road; 3) advice to other women

sharing a life with a trucker; 4) women's support systems; 5) how trucking

companies support/do not support families; and 6) women's suggestions for

trucking company support strategies.

The emergence of two themes, revealed through data analysis, will be

presented in this chapter. The first theme illustrates how the women's perceptions

of trucking influenced their subsequent lifestyle. It is included in the following

section on life course experience. Women's use of ambivalent feelings to resolve

negative emotions about their husband's absence is the subject of the second theme.

The use of ambivalence, along with discussions of each of the six topics will follow

in the interview section of this chapter.

Personal Profiles: Focusing The Lens

Key background information about each woman, as well as the pseudonyms

carried throughout this paper can be viewed in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1

Biographical Information On Study Participants

Pseudonym Education Work Status

Husband's
Length as L-H

Driver in Years

Length of
Marriage in

Years

Colette 10th grade Full-time
office

6 7

Amy 1 1 th grade Homemaker 15 15

Laura Nursing Homemaker 15 17
School R.N.

Carol High School Homemaker 8 11

Sadie Nursing Homemaker 22 18
School R.N.

Lynn College BA
Education

Part-time
tutor

8 5

Sally College AA Full-time
office

5 5

Mary Some
college

Homemaker 12 15

Belle Some
college

Full-time
Safety

30+ 36

Director

Greta High School Full-time
office

34 41
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Table 2

Family Composition of Study Participants

Pseudonym
# of

Children
Ages of
Children

Blended/Biological/Foster

Colette 6 11, 13, 13, 16, 19 Blended/foster

Amy 2 2, 17 Blended

Laura 4 8, 12, 13, 21 Biological/foster

Carol 3 4, 7, 10 Biological

Sadie 4 All in 20's Blended

Lynn 4 12, 16, 18, 20 Blended

Sally 1 14 Blended

Mary 2 2, 7 Biological

Belle 3 32, 36, 37 Biological

Greta 5 30, 35, 36, 37, 38 Biological

It was anticipated that each of the women interviewed for this study would

be able to identify feelings or perceptions about trucking that she held previous to

her relationship. It was also speculated that the women would be able to provide

insight regarding family functioning within the context of trucking. Therefore, a

personal profile of each woman was developed as a means to focus the lens. This
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allowed analysis of these concepts to occur. The fully developed profiles have been

included in Appendix F.

Life Course Experience: So You're Gonna Marry A Trucker

When they were asked about earlier life course experiences that may have

shaped their understanding of trucking family life, most women could not provide

any examples of such experiences. Six of the women reported entering their

relationships without any preconceived notion of what life with a truck driver

would entail. "I had absolutely no idea what trucking would mean to me" (Greta).

"I didn't think anything of it...just driving on the road, the trucks were big," was

Carol's response. Yet, when Carol was small her dad worked for the railroad and

was gone most of the time. She remembers this as: "We were having steak dinner

on Sunday...it was really good." Laura described her prior perception as, "It was

just trucks on the road...I hated them when it was raining...other than that, no."

Amy stated, "In school, once in a while you'd have a classmate that had an

uncle...with a nice big truck, talk about the big sleeper, but I never really knew

what truck driving was like." However, Amy did add that her father had worked for

the government in a capacity that required his absence during the week. She

described her reaction as a child, "I remember crying often when my dad would

have to leave for the week...it was harder when my dad wasn't there." Sadie stated

that while she did not have any idea what trucking would be like, she also know

that driving was the only job Buck knew. Sally said that she "honestly didn't know

what to expect."
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The remaining four women had formulated perceptions on trucking prior to

their relationships. While Belle initially said that she had not conceptualized

trucking before marriage to Steve, she stated later in the interview, "My dad was

always working in trucking related occupations...he was a Greyhound driver, he

owned a wrecking yard for big trucks, and he later worked in the office ofa

trucking company." Lynn came to her relationship thinking, "I always wanted to be

a truck driver...cause I love to be on the road...but women weren't truck

drivers...this (marriage) would be great." Colette was determined to marry a truck

driver because, "To me trucking is my glamour...I married for the job!" Colette also

had many relatives who had been truck drivers. Mary came to her relationship with

an opposing viewpoint, "Having a father for a state trooper, I had some other views

of what truck drivers were all about...a negative point of view."

Life Course Encounters Reality: I Married My Trucker

With the exception of two women, all participants acknowledged that life

with a truck driver was often difficult. Loneliness was a major contributor. While

Amy acknowledged that she was happy Jim was doing a job he enjoyed, she still

remembered the little girl who cried when her dad would leave. When asked if she

was still that little girl she replied, "Yes, and also because I know he wants to be

home. He's driven for a long time now, and he misses the kids growing up." Carol

stated that life with a trucker is "lonely...that's a hard reality." While Sadie enjoys

her independence when Buck is gone, she stated that at times, "I get real distraught

when I'm sick, and he has to leave...that's when I really need him." Greta describes
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her feelings of loneliness as, "There's time when the loneliness is just

overwhelming...not having that person to converse with when there's something

special you really need to say."

Stress was a contributing factor to difficulties experienced by trucking

families. Families often discussed the stress when it reached the boiling point. Lynn

had taught for almost 20 years but had recently decided to quit teaching and operate

a tutoring service out of her home. "When I was working, the stress, it's almost like

being single. My stress level was to the max. I could not do it all. I just couldn't."

Belle described an incident when her stress level was high, "I remember thinking

one time when bill collectors were calling, kids were screaming in the background,

I was trying to cook dinner, and I thought yeah, and he's off on his white horse

someplace having a vacation. I wish I could get in a truck and run away someplace

from all this too."

Stress can also manifest itself in the form of worry about the driver. Most of

the women included in the study expressed this sentiment. "Whenever I hear

anything on the radio, a truck being overturned, I just say a little prayer right there"

(Mary). Belle described her method of dealing with worry, "I used to play a little

game with myself and I'd go, OK if the phone doesn't ring by midnight, then I

will not allow myself to worry until midnight." For Sadie, worry extended

beyond the highway, "When Buck goes to California he carries a gun with him.

One time at the truck stop...two trucks down from him, some guy went up and

robbed it. And he got back home...took his sawed off shotgun and put it in the

truck...and said, 'that ain't going to happen to me'."
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For two of the women worry was present in forms other than concern for

their husband's safety. Carol, the youngest women in the study said, "I'm probably

worried about the husband cheating...cause they are gone all the time." Amy

presented a different reaction, "I probably worry more about his growth as a

person, that it doesn't drag him down. He doesn't have a lot of time to read or to be

around other people, or to do hobbies."

The women who did not describe feelings of loneliness or stress were Laura

and Colette. Laura, the mother of four high-risk children, viewed trucking as a

means to an end, "It's just fine with me...the money he makes enables us to support

our kids." She added, "time just flies by, I have so much to do." Colette stated her

view on Dale's absence in one sentence, "As far as being left behind, I like it."

Many of the women, even those who discussed worry, stress, and

loneliness, provided positive comments about life with a trucker. When asked what

she enjoyed about trucking Laura responded, "The independence. I don't have him

hovering over me...I can (do) all of my church stuff and everything." This feeling

of independence was described by other women as well. "Actually my freedom. I

go and come as I please" (Sadie). "I think I enjoy a certain amount of my

independence at home...it gives me time with my daughter" (Sally). "My

independence" (Greta).

Income was also identified as a positive aspect of life with a trucker. It was

specified by Greta, Belle, and Carol. Greta's statement reflected all three women's

feelings, "It's very good livelihood. It's good provisions for the family."
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Mary enjoyed hearing about Craig's adventures on the highway, "I like to

hear some of the stories. We get to see scenery through his eyes." She looks

forward to the day when she and the children will be able to travel on the "big rig"

with Craig. Lynn also mentioned travel as a benefit "If I get a chance to go with

him, I really like that. It's fun." While she too is waiting for the day she can go on

the truck with Ron, she intends to ride with him on a permanent basis.

While their husband's safety continued to concern them, over time several

women had learned to cope with many of the concerns they expressed. Regarding

safety Lynn reported, "I know Ron is really good about when the roads are bad he

drives slow...if he's tired he'll stop and sleep...so I'm confident in his ability to take

care of himself." Amy's reaction to the question of safety was, "I don't worry very

much about his safety because I know he knows what he's doing. And I feel like if

you sit home and worry, it's wasted energy, we never know when we're gonna go."

Although Carol had been worried about Alan's cheating on the road. Belle

described an experience that illustrated why she no longer has worries about

cheating:

And I went on a trip...and I didn't get to eat before I left
home, and it was like we stopped in Oakdale...and he sat
and talked to some trucker for an hour. I could of had a
meal. Instead I'm getting packages of jerky and candy. We
did not eat a full meal until Salt Lake. I could see that he
never really...you think about these beautiful waitresses out
there...there's really not, they don't have time. And these
guys are just driven. They love being out there driving that
truck and going up and down the road, and talking to other
drivers. And I think that helped me a lot, at that point.

The only woman who was not able to evoke any positive feelings about

trucking was Amy, "I'm not sure there's anything I really enjoy about it. It sounds
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kind of bad, it's not that I really hate it, but I just don't feel like it really brings

anything especially good to our family."

Discussion: Life Course And Reality Merge

Six of the women denied perceptions of trucking prior to their relationships.

Further analysis revealed that Amy and Carol had experienced events in their lives

which, although unrecognized, may have contributed to their perceptions of life in

a trucking relationship. Amy remembered her dad's absence as painful. She also

did not view trucking as a positive contributor to her family. On the other hand,

Carol remembered her father's absence as good, as her family was able to afford

basic necessities. While she did not view trucking in a positive light, she did say

that one benefit was income. Carol experienced less difficulty accepting the

lifestyle than Amy, as she could contrast it back to happy times when her father

was absent due to work demands.

Lynn and Colette both relished the idea of life with a truck driver. Colette

married for the job. Many of her male relatives had been truck drivers. Therefore,

she had a concept of trucking realities. Dale's absences offered security in knowing

that her dream had been realized. Lynn also thought trucking would be a good

lifestyle. Yet, she had only considered it from a truck driver's view. She failed to

conceptualize it from the standpoint of a wife. Therefore, her ability to embrace the

lifestyle was impacted negatively, "I didn't know it was going to be so hard."

Women described the trucking lifestyle as being difficult. It was fraught

with periods of loneliness and stress. Yet it granted them independence. It also
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provided a level of income that supported their families well. All of the women

were in long term relationships with truck drivers. While their perceptions and

experiences varied, they were able to construct lives that worked for them and their

families. This illustrates that women do not come to trucking relationships with

specific skills. They become trucker's wives through their individual creativity and

active human agency despite the influence of previous life experiences, perceptions

and difficulties the trucking contexts presents.

Interviews: Topics & An Additional Theme Emerges

The women interviewed for the study agreed that being a trucker's wife was

not a condition, it was a process. They did not view this as something that came

easily or naturally, "Like I said you have to learn to be a truck driver's wife"

(Sadie). Although the ways in which each woman perceived and coped with being

a trucker's wife were individual, they did share a common set of experiences. Thus,

the lens shifted onto a set of topics that influenced and illustrated a process that

evolved through experimentation and development of coping strategies as issues

arose. Most of the women found ways to help keep their family connected to their

husbands, when they were on the road and at home. They had also been concerned

with their husband's level of parental involvement. From their experiences, the

women were able to offer advice they felt would be of value to other women just

starting out in relationships with truck drivers. While most of the women felt that

they had developed strategies that enabled them to cope with their husband's

absences, many of them displayed feelings of ambivalence which appeared to have
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played a role in helping them manage emotions which could not be resolved on a

cognitive level. The entire process was enhanced through support systems, such as

friends and family, or their husband's trucking company. All of these supports

combined over time so that the women were able to expend their creative energy in

developing lives that worked for them and their families.

Children: Staying Connected From The Road

Eight women reported that they and their husbands had developed strategies

to keep him connected to the children when he was "on the road." This often called

for a great deal of creativity, but it was important to them that he have as much

contact as possible. All of the women said that their husbands called home on a

regular basis, with the exception of Mary's husband, who called every other night.

The opportunity to talk to children was always present during these calls. Most

women reported that calls allowed their husbands and children to share events of

the day. They also afforded the drivers with a means to be involved when children

were experiencing difficulties. Sadie described such calls, "Oh yeah, he talked to

them at night. If something went bad, I told him, then he got on the phone and he

chewed ass. He would restrict them from the road."

Calls were important to even very young children. "If Troy is really fussy,

or acting up when I'm on the phone...Jim will say let me talk to Troy. And when he

does Troy quits fussing and he 'talks' to Daddy, and he gets down and goes and

plays" (Amy).
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Mary described another interesting use of the phone by her

young children:

"It's really funny because both kids will talk to the
answering machine, like he's actually on it...when
we've missed a call, so we turn on the button and it
will start talking. Jamie (6 years old) will answer
back like he's having this two way conversation.
And when he says, bye, bye, and they say bye, bye,
and it clicks and they think they've talked to him. I
never say anything. I don't think they understand,
but it works, and I've caught him (Jamie) relistening
to it.

Colette and Carol did not mention any strategies except occasional

phone calls. Colette did not appear concerned, "As far as my kids no,

because this is the life they were born into, they understand it. As far as his

kids, I would let him talk with them. Sometimes my kids will talk to him."

Carol was more concerned, "Sometimes...he won't call. Cause of the phone

bill: I'd like to talk more on the phone." She added, "Well, you always feel

alone. I mean there's nothing, you just try to cope with it the best you can."

The eight women reported additional methods that had been developed in

order to keep connected. Some of these were initiated by their husbands. Belle

talked of Steve's thoughtfulness, "A tinkerbelle doll. He brought back for one of

them, and then one of the girls wanted a cat really bad, and he brought back this

little hard rubber cat." The children were also involved. When Cal was gone, their

kids would, "Put little notes in his clothing, we would put notes in his bed when he

came home. They just do all these funny little things to keep, to stay connected."

Mary and her children would plan special things for Craig when he was gone, "We
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do little care packages for him. I'd say open this on, and then it will have little

things on there, and he's (Jamie) done art work...It makes him (Craig) feel pretty

cool." She also kept a daily journal of the day's events and things their children had

said or done. This way when Craig got home, "He can get caught up on what's

going on, the little things." Other methods took the combined initiative of both

parents. When Steve would have to lay over, he would call Belle, "I'm in Pierce,

can't get out cause they've got a curfew on the bridge, grab the kids and come up,

I'll get a motel." Belle added, "That was really sort of a joy. We might only have

$25 in the bank, but I'd (take out) our last $25 and off we'd go to meet dad and

have fun. The kids especially enjoyed that I think."

The women who had younger children said that when they were old enough

(most trucking companies require a minimum age of 16), their husbands planned to

take them on the truck with them. With the exception of Colette, the women who

had older children reported that they had gone with their fathers at least once. Sadie

commented, "He would take one with him every summer, one or the other. It was

good for both of them."

Reconnecting When Dad Gets Home

Nine women reported that helping their husbands reconnect to their families

when they arrived home was a priority. The drivers tried to get home for special

occasions such as major holidays, school, sports events, and church gatherings.

Usually this required advance notice to their dispatchers who play a pivotal role in

getting drivers home. "He communicates very well with his dispatcher. And he just
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says look, I've got to pass through the house on such and such date. And he's real

good about it. If he (dispatcher) wasn't, we might have a little more problems"

(Sally). When the drivers were unable to get home, several women videotaped

special occasions so that their husbands could view them later. Belle, Greta, Mary,

and Sadie said that birthdays were celebrated on the weekend closest to the date so

their husbands could be there.

Only Colette said that they didn't do anything in particular to help her

husband reconnect when he did get home. She did say that sometimes he went to

the river for 10-15 minutes with the kids, or occasionally played Nintendo. While

Carol stated that they did "stuff as a family," when prompted to be more specific

she responded, "Oh, we sometimes go grocery shopping, or visit his family."

The rest of the women provided additional strategies. Belle's children saved

school projects for Steve to see when he got home. He also went over the children's

homework, not because he wanted to correct it, but so he could keep up with what

they were accomplishing at school. Sometimes helping dad reconnect meant getting

his needs met. When Laura was asked what they did to help Sam, her teenage

daughter spoke up, "We let him sleep!"

With the exception of Lynn, the families tended to do almost everything as

a family when the drivers were home. Lynn and Ron specifically set one day aside

for just the two of them, "So a lot of times Saturday is, we just leave and go. We're

gone for the day. And Sunday's church, so we try to spend time with the family on

Sundays."
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Discussion: Staying Connected As A Family

All of the women in the study had some form of strategy for keeping their

husbands connected to their families, both on the road and at home. Eight of the

drivers and their wives were actively involved in pursuing methods that would

work for their families. Many of these strategies enlisted the help of their children.

Carol and Colette's husbands did not play an active role in staying connected with

their families. Yet, neither did their wives. Staying connected appears to be a

family activity, which required active thought on the part of all family members. It

was not an aspect of their family relationships that happened by itself. The women

who participated in the study demonstrated that the most optimal strategy they

contained in their repertoires was the act of staying connected.

Parenting: From The Road

When truckers are on the road, the level of parenting they can provide is

limited. However, seven women reported their husbands to be involved even from

a distance. They also stated that they expected this involvement by their husbands.

However, parenting from the road generally meant providing support for the

women by validating their decisions and helping them problem solve during the

calls home. Amy provided an example: "And on the phone, I just always discuss

things with him that are going on...I try to consult him as much as possible on

decisions for the kids and things...Sometimes he calls me and gets an ear full. But I

just need to relieve some of this."
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Lynn had teenage children from a former relationship. Yet, Ron was very

involved with the children, "With Ron...(on phone) he'll go, he'll have ideas and

suggestions and comments, and so it's a new thing for me. To actually have

somebody who is a participant, a partnership." Although the children's natural

father had been home regularly, he never helped parent. Even from the road, her

truck driver husband was able to provide the emotional support she needed.

Three women indicated that their husbands did not provide parenting

support from the road. Colette did not feel parenting was Dale's role. Carol excused

Alan's lack of involvement, "I don't think he's the full parent he could be, cause

he's not here all the time. I don't think he can reach his full potential. He doesn't

have to work that hard at being a parent guess." Greta felt that she had played a

role in Cal's lack of involvement, "Make him more a part of all the decisions, the

children, finances etc. I wouldn't let him off that easy the next time, if you know

what I mean?"

Parenting: When Dad Is At Home

The drivers were all involved with their children to some degree when they

were home. Some of the fathers spent time playing and talking, some helped care

for their children, some divided time between their children, wives, and friends,

while others were just there. Some of the fathers were active disciplinarians, while

others were hesitant because they did not want their children to view them

negatively.
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Two women described their husband's involvement as minimal. Colette

said that Dale's involvement consists of short excursions to the river, and

occasional games. Carol further excused[ Alan, "He comes home late at night, he

just wants to take a shower and eat dinner, there's not too much parenting to do."

Eight women reported more extensive parental interaction on their

husband's part. Sometimes this meant they could take a break from the children

and regroup for the upcoming week. Sally described Duane's arrival home after

particularly trying weeks with her teenage daughter:

He knows there's certain things that he's gonna have
to take care of when he gets home because, he'll
come home and we'll be like sitting on opposite
sides of the couch and just not say anything...And
he's going, 'O.K., somebody want to tell me what's
going on here?'

For Mary, it meant a break from decision making:

I don't even make decisions about dinner...I just say,
that's one of the rules, I can't make a decision about
dinner, that has to be what you decide. So then he'll
say...let's have...I'll make it, I'm tickled to make a
meal. He cooks breakfast. I get tired of making
decisions.

Laura expects Sam to assume a very active role in parenting when he is

home, "Of course he takes care of the kids, this was his idea too. The only reason

he's not here more is because he can make the money we need."

While most of the women felt that their husbands were effective

disciplinarians when they were home, they also felt that child issues should not be

put off until their husbands came home, "You can't tell them wait until your dad
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gets home. You need to be firm, but then when dad gets home, dad needs to take

over and do his share too" (Sadie).

While Dale does discipline the children when he is home, Colette reported

that he was much harder on her children than his. "Sometimes I don't really like the

way he goes about treating my children, because he seems to put in mind to

separate from the foster children and from his children. He's really hard on them,

really!" They also are divided when thinking of the children as she prefers to take

care of hers, while he "sticks to his." "That's kind of the way I prefer it. Because

his don't listen to me anyway."

Two of the drivers did not want their children to perceive them negatively,

"He comes home, he's the good guy, I'm the bad guy" (Carol). However, Carol

reported that her husband was starting to support her decisions even though he

hesitated to enforce them. Cal also did not want to be the bad guy. Greta reported,

"It sometimes made me a very severe disciplinarian. Because maybe I expected too

much." However, she also contributed, "So when he came home I always wanted it

to be good for him. I mean the man's been gone for x amount of days...why rock

the boat?"

Women's Advice: So You're Expecting A Baby?

When asked what advice they would offer to a trucker's wife expecting her

first child the women had a variety of responses. Two of the reactions were critical

of the notion. Lynn's reaction was, "Don't. Run the other way quick!" She did add
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that it was important that one be an "independent person." Sally provided the other

negative response, "Why would you want to do that?"

The remaining eight women were more positive. Some suggestions were,

"get a grip, realize you're alone" (Colette), "don't depend on him for more than he

can give" (Belle), "go with the flow, appreciate the time he's home" (Amy), and

"don't count on him to be there for the birth" (Mary). Carol, the woman whose

husband did not call home much, said, "Tell him to call a lot." She added,

"Extremely a lot if he loves you." The general consensus of the women was that

one needed to recognize and accept that most of the actual parenting would be left

up to her.

Discussion: Parenting

Drivers took an active role in parenting both on the road and when at home.

When they were gone, they supported their wives' decisions and helped them

problem solve. When they were home, most spent time with their children, as well

as assisting with their care.

Although it was difficult to actively discipline their children from the road,

most of the men did so when at home. In some cases the drivers did not hesitate to

discipline over the phone. Sadie described such instances when Buck would "chew

ass." However, most of the women stressed that they would never put off

correcting their children's behavior until dad got home. They felt it was important

that issues be addressed immediately and not be put off into the future.
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Two drivers did not discipline because they did not want their children to

dread their arrival home. This added stress to their wives as it placed the entire

burden on them. These women also felt that their children viewed them negatively

as a result.

Most of the fathers appeared to be invested in caring for their children. This

level of parental involvement did not indicate that these were men who felt that

supporting their families financially was enough. It also lent support to the notion

that time and physical presence are not valid measures of father involvement.

Support Systems: Help Me, I'm Falling!

Although their husbands were supportive, absence limited such support.

Therefore, all of the trucking wives in the study had some form of additional

support in place. Supplemental support came from family, friends, books and

classes, inner strength, religion, co-workers, and church members. Several of the

women described how difficult it had been, early in the relationship, to look to

others for this support. Mary described her early experience:

It was really hard for me when he first went on the
road to be able to call people and ask them for stuff.
And then I realized that it's okay to do that. Because
I've always been really independent...but I learned.
You think it's really easy to do this, but it's not and
especially when you know that other people are
sacrificing time with their family. But I also see the
fact that people receive a blessing when they can
give too. And if I just absolutely need the help, then
I'll do it. Emergencies come up and you just need
the help.
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Greta had what she described as "very, very, very loving mentors." One

woman in particular taught her how to listen and talk to her children. Even more

important, said Greta, this woman taught her "things not to do with my children."

"Money! Money was important. And he made good money," was Belle's

initial response to the question of types of support. Later she added that while

friends were always available, she felt that as her children grew older, the family

developed its own support system and remained close.

Sadie at first claimed not to have had any type of support system. Later in

the interview, she mentioned that at one time a group of truckers' wives met

weekly at her house to watch scary movies and "just have a good time." Since that

time, all of the women's husbands had either quit or been fired, the group no longer

met. Asked if she wanted to form another group, Sadie shook her head no and did

not expand.

All of the women made reference to a support group that their husband's

company had started. Although the company had fully supported the group and

contributed money toward a meeting place and food, it had failed due to lack of

attendance. While the women offered differing views as to the cause, they

collectively agreed that it had been a good idea and wished it could have worked.

Laura's mother-in-law has been her primary source of support and assists

her in taking the children on outings. Laura said, "Sam's mother..." She added that

for family outings, "it takes more than just me and Sam."

Belle described her process of developing an internal support system:

You can't depend on him for anything more
than...what he is able to give you and I think that
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was one of the things I had to learn is that, if I was
unhappy, I was unhappy someplace inside. It didn't
have to do with him making me happy. I had to learn
to seek that, whatever that peaceful thing was that I
needed inside myself. Make a life for yourself.

Discussion: Women's Support Systems

Most of the women interviewed reported support from family and friends.

In addition, all of them mentioned the short-lived, company-sponsored support

group, and expressed a wish that it could have continued. It was apparent that

support systems, no matter what the source, were important to the women.

Husbands, while often supportive, were seldom accessible. The support the women

did find seemed to have played a crucial role in allowing them to maintain their

trucking lifestyle.

Trucking Company Support: Don't Do Me Any Favors!

Since trucking companies had created the context in which the women

found themselves, it seemed logical that they would be in a pivotal position in

offering support to families. When asked if their husband's company had been

supportive to their families, most comments were positive. However, several

women said there were times when they did not feel the company had their

family's best interests at heart. "The trucking companies are not making money if

those wheels are not turning...and so your issues are minor to them." When this

same woman was asked if things had changed, "They (now) talk a good talk, but
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when it comes down to it, no" (Greta). Another woman said that sometimes

dispatchers are difficult to deal with and they did not feel comfortable calling them

when problems arose. The woman who lived the farthest from the trucking yard felt

that quarterly, mandatory Saturday meetings were unfair in that they "take time

away from the family, and besides he's so tired, he needs to rest" (Lynn). Colette

said that she did not feel that the company was a very friendly place because office

personnel did not speak to her when she visited the main office.

When asked about other companies their husbands had worked for, all but

one woman commented that the present company had been the best provider of

family support. Almost all had a story about a prior trucking company who not only

did not seem to care about their driver's families, almost refused to acknowledge

that they existed:

I feel like sometimes they've just been...cold. At
holiday time, they just like, well too bad, you're a
truck driver, that's life. No compassion or sympathy
at all. Never even addressing any issues, nothing at
Christmas, not even a card to say we enjoy you
being on your team (Mary).

Trucking Company Support: When They're Good, They're Very Good

Some trucking companies have begun to acknowledge the issues of their

driver's families. This had not gone unrecognized by the women in the study. With

the exception of Colette, they all thought of ways their husband's present company

had been supportive. Some of the comments were: "when I was in the hospital, they

called, sent flowers, gave Buck time off" (Sadie), "lending me money (in a
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financial crisis), they were very supportive, signed a check" (Sally). Mary

commented, " we want(ed) to refinance the house...I need to get all this

information...(bookkeeper)said, don't worry, we do it all the time." Belle described

a time when Steve got hurt (driving for another company/Belle working at present

one), "His company weren't the ones who flew me to him, the present one

did...they (owners) didn't even hesitate." Several women said that they liked the

company newsletter which was included with their husband's pay voucher each

month, "Backup things like for medical, different numbers that you can call for

medical procedures..., mental counseling or help (numbers for), ideas on coping

strategies...at least they are giving you the resources" (Mary).

While comments were varied, three patterns of company support were

revealed. The first was efforts the company made to get their husbands home when

necessary. This was especially important to Laura, "When one of the kids is sick or

in the hospital, I know the company will do everything to get Sam home, they

always have." Sally, who worked in the company office, supported this by saying,

"You've never seen so many people in an office jump through hoops to get

somebody home. Everything you could think of." All women agreed that it

provided a sense of security. At the same time, they recognized that itwas not

always possible to get him home immediately, but that did not seem to matter to

them. What did matter was that the company cared enough to make every effort.

The second important pattern was the company's attempt to provide the

women with a support group. While none of the women were able to articulate why

the group had failed, they collectively wished it had not. They viewed the support
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group as a place for them to socialize with other company wives, to voice their

issues, and to gain information that would support them and assist in developing

coping skills. Amy reflected the women's feelings, "And I thought that was

wonderful for the company to do that. The group didn't last very long because of

lack of support from the wives, and I don't know exactly where the lack of support

was, but I thought it was a great thing for the company to do."

The third pattern that emerged was the women's relationship with their

husband's dispatcher. This relationship was key in terms of the women's security,

as they needed to know that the dispatcher would assist them in time of crisis.

When talking about her husband's new dispatcher Lynn described him, "He seems

like the kind of guy that if I called him and said, hey I really need to get a hold of

him (Ron), he would, that he would do anything to get a hold of Ron." Amy also

voiced this sentiment, "I sure appreciate those dispatchers who show that they

know he has a family." She added, "It really helps when Jim's dispatcher is one that

is easy for me to talk to." Again, it did not seem to matter to the women whether

their husband's dispatcher was able to meet their every need. What was important

was that he or she was accessible and easy to talk with.

Power: I've Got Power!

All of the women felt they possessed a great deal of influence over their

husband's decisions to stay or quit their present jobs. Sadie summarized the

women's responses, "As Buck's saying goes, I'm boss as everyone knows, but what

Sadie says always goes." Because she felt she had power, Sadie used her power
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when Buck reported having trouble with his dispatcher, "And then he'll call me on

the road and say that...damn...dispatcher, I've just about had it with that sorry

bastard. And I'll just say, how's the weather dear?" While Buck clearly was

frustrated, Sadie let him know that the subject was mute by dismissing his threats

with a trite comment.

Trucking company support for their families determines how women

respond to their husband's threats to quilt their jobs. Lynn described Ron's threats

to quit as happening almost every week. Since she feels his company is supportive

she usually responds, "I don't panic, but I realize that he just needs to blow some

steam off. I know you're frustrated, I know you're tired." When Duane has

threatened to quit, Sally's response has been, "I'd ask him if he'd had his head

examined." She added, "Ask him what he really plans to do...I mean he gets

frustrated." Here, Sally let Duane know that quitting was not an option. She then

went on to help him sort out his feelings, while recognizing his frustration and need

to express it.

Women's Ideas: I've Been Thinking...

Several of the women offered ideas and suggestions on how trucking

companies can support families. For example, Greta stated that she thought there

should be some way for wives to know where their husband's truck is (where

husband is), without going through his dispatcher. She felt that perhaps a method

could be developed where wives could gain access to this information through an

automated system. She referred to the satellite system already in place on all
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company trucks as being the most likely source. The company could provide access

to a computer so that women could drop by the office and locate, or send messages

to their husbands. However, not all women have time, nor live close enough to the

office in order to take advantage of this. Carol built upon this suggestion by saying

there should be a designated person to call when wives have a problem. She was

thinking back to a time when she was locked out of her house and hadno one to

contact for help.

Another suggestion was that the company could offer drivers one paid

Friday off every six months or so, in order for him to spend extended time with his

family. If this was set up in advance, drivers and their families could count on

several three-day weekends each year.

The company presently has an orientation handbook given to each new

driver which addresses such issues as insurance, pay schedule, vacation time, paid

holidays, etc. More than one woman felt that if the wive's/partner's existence was

acknowledged by the book, it would help them feel more included by the company.

The orientation book could include the name and phone extension of a designated

person who could answer questions, help women connect with their husbands, and

problem solve such issues as car trouble, finding medical care, financial assistance

etc.

Discussion: Trucking Company Support

Each woman recalled times when trucking companies had not been

supportive of their families. Not only did such companies fail to acknowledge their
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driver's families, they did not address their needs. Conversely, the women spoke of

many instances when companies had demonstrated concern for families. These

supports revolved around three specific themes: willingness to get drivers home,

support groups for women, and good relationships with husband's dispatcher. The

overarching concept was, "That makes you feel good about the company, knowing

that if I get in trouble, they will be there for me" (Carol).

Trucking companies cannot afford to ignore this message. One aspect that

all women agreed upon is that they had a lot of influence over their husband's

decisions whether to stay or leave a given company. This influence was impacted

by the women's perceptions of company support. By becoming more supportive of

driver's families, trucking companies may be able to reduce the "churning effect"

that is rampant in the trucking industry. They also may be able to attract new

drivers if they can demonstrate that they not only recognize their driver's families,

but that they are responsive to their needs.

Ambivalence: Resolving Negative Emotions

Feelings of ambivalence emerged from most of the women's responses to

the interview questions. Only two women, Colette and Laura, did not communicate

feelings of ambivalence towards their husband's absences. For Colette, her

husband's job was a dream come true. His absence was part of her romantic vision

of trucking, "I married for the job!" Laura viewed Sam's job in practical terms. It

was something that needed to happen to support their family financially.
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Feelings of ambivalence were voiced by the rest of the women and were

directly connected to their husband's absences. While they did not like the

situation, three women said that the income was good. "It's really important to

not...get your hopes up for things, just kind of go with the flow. Be appreciative for

every minute they're home, but when those trucks don't move the money doesn't

come in" (Amy). Belle, who said that they had made a conscious choice between

Steve's absence and a nice home, did admit that she had hated his being gone in the

beginning. Yet, if they were to have the nicer home, "that was the way it had to

be."

Mary and Lynn both said that while the absence was difficult for them, it

made their husbands happy. "I thought it would be fun (being a trucker's wife)...I

didn't know it would be so hard...but he likes to truck, that's what makes him

happy, but I don't know" (Lynn). Mary said that sometimes she wants him to just

come home, but she has to, "realize that he's doing the best he can...he's happy."

The three remaining women expressed ambivalence in different ways.

Carol, who felt alone most of the time, said, "it's just the way it is." Sally was more

pragmatic when discussing her role when Duane is gone, "Yeah, he just does what

he does do, and I've got to deal with it." Finally, while Sadie said that at times she

cried for days when Buck left, she was unsure about his being home more often,

"And he's talking about getting this new run the companies trying to get, which

he'd be home every night. And it's kind of frightening cause I don't know if I can

learn to live with him again."
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Their ability to be independent was highly valued by six of the eight women

who revealed ambivalent feelings. Yet, even this had a price. "My

independence...but there are times when a decision has to be made immediately and

there's always the possibility that you would make the wrong decision" (Greta).

While she enjoyed being independent, it also meant she was responsible for

decisions good and bad. The catch 22 was Greta had nobody to assume some of

this responsibility. She was entirely on her own.

Discussion: Ambivalence

Feelings of ambivalence emerged from the data as a theme. Ambivalence

provided yet another method of support for trucking wives. Unlike more concrete

support systems (friends, money, parenting classes etc.), ambivalence was

supportive emotionally as it helped them resolve feelings of resentment toward

their husband's absence. When they were upset, it helped them make sense of their

lifestyle. While ambivalence initially made the women appear helpless, it actually

served to smooth over negative feelings. It made it possible for them to develop the

independence they cherished. Independence was reflected in Sadie's statement

about Buck being home regularly. On one hand she finds it difficult to cope with

his absence (cries for days), on the other hand, she has become so independent over

the years that the prospect of Buck being home is "frightening." Women were

being "proactive" through manipulating their emotions through ambivalence, a

means to resolve the emotional struggles they faced in their everyday lives.
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Ambivalence also was played out in how women kept their homes, the topic of the

next chapter.

Interview Conclusions: Women's Journeys Over The Long-Haul

The women's stories were grounded within the data. Because the study was

data driven, the importance of their life course experiences became evident, and the

active nature of dynamic systems theory illustrated. The life course perspective

posits that over time people change relationship behaviors according to the

environment in which they find themselves (Brim & Kagan, 1980). Some of the

women had entered their relationships with preconceived notions of what life

would be like, while others had not. Yet, all of them were able to develop coping

strategies that assisted in keeping their family relationships intact. For example,

they were able to devise methods to keep their husbands and families connected.

They also involved their husbands in parenting whether they were on the road or

home. Thus, life course, along with dynamic systems theory, are revealed within

such topics. Indeed, how they developed over time illuminates more clearly how

women manage each of the topics covered by the study.

When the women were unable to resolve issues, they often resorted to

ambivalent thoughts in order to rationalize or explain away negative emotion. Yet,

the strategies changed according to demands placed upon them by the trucking

context. This also supports another tenet of life course perspective, as while the

environment or context impacts behavior, individuals possess internal motivation

which enables them to be in a state of continuous change over the life span
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(Gergen, 1980). These strategies did not develop without struggle, as the women

found themselves continually faced with problematic issues caused by the absence

of their husbands. The individual, as actor of causation, is firmly embedded within

dynamic systems theory that views active human agency as a primary element in

relationship development. Yet, the process of asserting human agency is not

possible without struggle (Scanzoni, et al., 1989). The women's strategies were not

the result of homeostatic balance, as the nature of the trucking context did not allow

this. The ability of the women to develop coping strategies exhibited the control

they had over their environment and their relationships within it. Women were not

merely coping with their lives (Elder, 1985), they were actively in control of their

lives and thus had gained power within their relationships. It was evident that

control had resulted from struggle over the course of their life span, from their early

perceptions, to the reality of life with a trucker. The women's feelings that they

could influence their husband's decision to stay or leave a specific trucking

company offered further proof of power and control the women had developed over

time.

However, struggle was not without support. The women were able to

develop multiple resources of support that were both practical and emotional. They

not only found it in friends and family, they also looked to the trucking context for

support. Thus, a paradox emerged, as the context which had created the trucking

lifestyle was now being held responsible by the women who had been affected by

the perimeter of struggle it presented.
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CHAPTER V:

RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

The Home Speaks Out

Now the study's attention turns to an analysis of home environments. In this

section, the homes of long-haul truck drivers and those of non-truckers were

compared to determine whether differences were apparent between the two types of

environments. Ambivalence, struggle, and paradox were elements of women's lives

which manifested themselves in women's homes. It was found that in many of the

homes of truck drivers there was a lack of evidence that the driver lived there,

while in the homes of non-truckers such evidence was discovered in abundance.

This section will present the evidence for the differences between the two types of

homes. It will also discuss the differences and provide a rationale that will explain

them. Table 3 contrasts the differences found in homes of truck drivers and those of

non-truckers. It also lists the various blue-collar jobs that the non-drivers held.

Table 3

Comparison: Home Environment Of Truck Drivers And Non-Truckers

Truck Drivers

Home: Evidence Of Existence:

Mary None

Amy None
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Table 3 (continued)

Home: Evidence of Existence:

Sadie None

Belle None

Greta None

Lynn None

Colette None

Carol Western Saddle

Laura Pool Table

Sally Multiple Evidence:

Husband's Cats

Log Books/Truck Forms

Pictures of Semi-Trucks

Trucking Calendar

Husband's Place on Couch

Non-truckers

Home: Evidence of Existence:

Construction Supervision None

Welder Work Boots, Ashtray, Fishing

Equipment, Recliner

Postal Worker Big Chair, Pipe, Baseball Cap,

Uniform Jacket
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Table 3 (continued)

Home: Evidence of Existence:

Salesman Kitchen Chair, Family Pictures,

Work Award, Doctor's

Appointment

Recycle Plant Worker Couch, Fish Tank, Work Boots,

Jacket, Baseball Cap Collection

Factory Worker Couch, Rifles, Safety Award,

Men's Socks, Bow and Arrow

Carpet Installer Recliner, Men's Slippers,

Ashtrays, Medicine, Fishing

Equipment

Security Officer Recliner, Uniform Jacket, Dental

Appointment, Family Pictures,

Military Picture

Mill Worker Recliner, Work Boots, Sports

Trophies, Family Pictures, Gun

Belt, Sports Magazine

Carpenter Recliner, Men's Socks, Engine

parts, Car Magazines, Ashtrays
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Home Environment of Truck Drivers: It's Mine!

A detailed description of each woman's home was prepared as a means to

consolidate the data. These descriptions contain data that when compared to each

woman's personal profile helped capture the sample's diversity. They have been

included as Appendix G. Examination of data collected from the observations of

trucking family home environments revealed a striking similarity in that seven of

the ten homes reflected the women, versus a couple. This does not mean that the

homes were "feminine," although many of them were. What they communicated

was that women lived there without any observable sign that their husbands resided

there as well. This observation sprang from the absence of items, within the rooms

observed, that would indicate his presence such as: family pictures (did not include

him), personal items (clothing, boots, shaving equipment), hobby interests (fishing,

hunting equipment, etc.), calendars or memos with his name on them, or trucking

paperwork (log books, fuel sheets). In short, within the rooms observed there was

not one item that could be attributed as proof that the driver existed within that

environment.

The seven homes were representative of each woman's uniqueness. Such

aspects were communicated when a comparison was made between home content

and individual characteristics. For example, Amy was concerned that her home

reflect peace and calmness. She stressed that she had spent a lot of time selecting

colors and furnishings that would make her home feel serene. While she was happy

in her relationship with Jim, she was very unhappy that he was a long-haul trucker.

Her home did not provide any evidence that he existed. In her quest to create a
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restful haven for her family, Amy had effectively left Jim out. Perhaps her home

environment provided her with a means to further express her feelings about his

absence. When asked what she enjoyed about being part of a trucking family she

responded, "I'm not sure there's anything I really enjoy about it." What could be

construed from her feelings is that her home is not only a refuge, it also shuts out a

perceived negative in her life, Jim's absence. However, in doing so she has also

shut out his presence. This may be part of the calming effect she sought, as she

does not have to be constantly reminded that he is gone. This is Amy's home, her

refuge from any unhappiness his absence has caused.

Another example was revealed in Belle's home. Early in their relationship,

Belle and Steve had chosen a nicer home over the long absences his job would

require. Her home reflected that of a woman who was very much in charge. Belle

had also been Steve's supervisor at work. It appeared that this relationship had been

carried into their home as well. While Steve had done a lot of custom work on their

home, it all appeared to be a product of her desires. "I thought it would be nice if I

had more drawer space," and "I decided the TV should be hidden when people

come to visit." While Steve's workmanship was evident, it had been accomplished

through Belle's direction and did not appear to be for his benefit. There was not the

slightest hint that he resided there.

Home Environment Of Truck Drivers: My Husband Exists!

While seven of the women had created home environments that did not

communicate the existence of a husband or partner, Laura, Carol, and Sally had
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homes in which evidence of their husband was observed. In one home there was a

pool table that belonged to the trucker, another contained a saddle that had been

passed down to the trucker by his father, and in the last home there was evidence

that the couple resided there together such as his trucking papers and work boots,

and her pillows and candles.

Home Environment Of Non-truckers: Not Me - I'm No Trucker's Woman!

Nine of the ten homes of non-truckers reflected, in some way, that a couple

lived there versus a single woman or woman and children. Some of the items noted

in these homes were men's work boots by the front door, pipes and ashtrays, sports

magazines, sports trophies, men's slippers by living room chair, men's socks in

hallway, fishing equipment by kitchen door, engine parts on kitchen table, baseball

caps and men's jackets anyplace, family pictures with husband included, work

awards, doctor appointments with his name on the refrigerator, etc. Before any of

these items were included on the list, it was determined either by direct

questioning, or in the course of conversation that these items did belong to the

husband versus the woman or her children. However, possibly the most revealing

item in each of the nine homes was the presence of the unmistakable, territorial

male marker - "his chair."

In all homes which reflected the husband's presence, there was one piece of

furniture (usually in the living or family room, although one was found ina

kitchen) that was clearly reserved for him. The first indicator was that this piece

was generally large, tended to be overstuffed, and usually reclined. Even if it did
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not meet these criteria, other objects were directly beside it, eitheron a table, or on

the floor. These items were some of the aforementioned ones listed. If the husband

had been in the home very recently, the TV remote was often on the special chair,

stuck in the special chair, or on the table beside it. Here again, the ownership of the

items was established before inclusion on the list. However, probably the best

indicator that this was "his," could be ascertained by how other family members

treated it. This piece of furniture was never occupied by any other member during

any point of the visit. The message communicated was that this was "his" and "by

golly" no one had better take it over.

The only home which did not reflect the husband's presence was one in

which the wife stated that "he is just as picky as me, he straightens constantly and

drives me nuts." This was the home of the construction supervisor. A rationale as to

why he was not reflected in his home was not developed, as the purpose of this

piece of the study was solely to compare the two types of homes in order to

determine if lack of communicated husband presence was the normative state in

traditional family homes. In addition, none of the visits, (whether to trucking or

non-trucking homes) were surprises. Therefore, all homes were likely to have been

uncharacteristically neat.

Women's Role In Husband's Exclusion

When analyzing the data from the home environments, the first question

that came to mind was, why blame it on the women? In other words, was it the

women who created homes which did/did not reflect their husband's presence? The
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answer to this question is not as clear as one might suspect. Yes, the environments

in the trucking homes were created by the women, because they were there and

their husbands were not, at least during most of the week. It could also be said that

the environments in the non-trucking homes could have been created with the help

of the husbands because they were there on a regular basis. However, studies show

that women are principally in charge of the home interior, while men take

responsibility for the exterior. In a culture where gender roles are still clearly

defined, such as trucking, the woman inside and the man outside remains the norm

when creating a shared home environment (Kron, 1983). Therefore, women tend to

create the home environment whether their husbands are home or not.

Next, we turned to the question that asked why these seven women were

compelled to exclude their husband's presence? In order to determine the answer

we examined the women's interview transcripts. Five of the women stated during

their interviews that they did not like the long absences their husband's driving

required. For example, when Amy was asked what she enjoyed about being in a

trucking family she replied, "It's not that I really hate it (his absence), but I just

don't feel like it really brings anything especially good to our family." This feeling

was shared by the other four women. "The loneliness. There's times when the

loneliness is just over whelming" (Greta), "Sometimes when things are really

coming down. I'm so sick and tired of this" (Mary), "At times, especially if I'v

been sick, I cry for two days when he leaves" (Sadie), and "I didn't think it was

going to be so hard" (Lynn).
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While the remaining two women also had homes in which their husbands

were not reflected, they did not express any resentment toward the long absences.

However, there appeared to be other issues at work within these women that may

have prevented them from acknowledging his presence. Colette was living her life

vicariously through her husband's driving, "To me trucking is my glamour. I enjoy

it." What had initially appeared to be a shrine to Dale's driving was in reality

Colette's expression of her romantic vision of trucking. Therefore, the only

observable evidence that might have reflected Dale was merely an illusion created

by Colette for self- benefit.

The other home was Belle's. She never hinted that she resented Steve's

driving on any level. She even stated that his driving was a trade-off for material

goods such as a nice home, "We decided early on that we wanted a nice home. If

that meant Steve had to be away, then that was the way it was." Yet, if she was so

accepting of Steve's career why was there no evidence that he lived there? This

could be analyzed in two ways. The first is that since Belle was "in charge" of

Steve at work, perhaps this had extended into their home as well. The second is that

a deeper issue may be at work within Belle. She viewed Steve's absences as a

trade-off, or exchange to be away, yet, not all exchange decisions are perceived as

good. Her decision to take the nicer home may have been a choice between two

evils (his absence or lesser home).

With the exception of Colette, the exclusion of their husband's in their

home environments may express resentment toward their husband's driving and the

absences it requires. All of these women had indicated in their interviews that they
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considered themselves to be independent, and well able to take care of themselves

and their families in their husband's absence. "I like my independence" (Greta),

and "It's kind of frightening cause I don't know if I can learn to live with him

again. I love him dearly, but the thoughts of him being home every night" (Sadie).

Yet, they all said they resented or did not like it on some level. Perhaps these

ambivalent thoughts have been released through their home environments. While

they do enjoy their independence and freedom, they do not like his absence.

Therefore, their home environments have become ambivalent statements

themselves, expressing both independence and resentment toward husband

absence.

For six of the women, ability to exclude evidence of their husband's

presence in their home environments may have been a way to exert power within

their relationships. While all six stated that they did not like the prolonged absence

their husband's job requires, they also said that they supported his decision to drive.

Mary stated, "I like the fact that he loves his job so much, that makesme feel

good." Other women offered similar statements such as "I enjoy...the fact that he

likes his job overall" (Lynn), and "He always loved the trucks and wanted to drive

the big trucks...when he was little" (Amy). The women's support of their husband's

driving occurred more because their husbands wanted to drive, rather than because

they thought it was good for themselves. While the women may have felt helpless

in terms of their husband's decisions to drive, they have found a method to capture

some of this power through their home environments. Their home has provided the

means to communicate unhappiness over the prolonged absences of their husbands.
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Thus, a powerful statement, which is reflective of their "true" feelings, has been

created.

One woman, Colette, may also have been using her home environment as a

means to capture power, although for different reasons than the six other women.

Her shrine to trucking did not reflect Dale's presence, but it did communicate her

infatuation with trucking. This "love affair" with trucking began long before

Colette married either of her truck drivers. It started when she was still a child

living at home, "I love trucks, trucks are kind of in my family. My grandfather was

a bootlegger truck driver in the Ozarks...cousins...my uncle was a truck driver. In

fact, he died as a truck driver." Her romantic vision of truck driving was developed

through the historical (bootlegging) and dramatic (death on the road) experiences of

the men in her family. She also stated that she had wanted to be a truck driver but

that in those days "women couldn't be truck drivers." Later in the interview she

added, "So, I always thought I'd want a truck driver. If I can't have a fighter pilot, I

want a truck driver." She also stated "I married for the job."

While Colette was unable to be a truck driver herself, she was able to marry

two of them. Her marriages and shrine to trucking were her method of gaining

power within herself, as she may have felt helpless in terms of engaging in the

career of her dreams. Thus, she is not only using her relationship with Dale as a

means to live vicariously as a driver herself, she created the shrine to further

communicate her dream, making it a reality.
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Men's Role in Self Exclusion

Although drivers were not reflected in their homes, it was difficult to

conceive that they did not leave any visible trace of their presence the weekend

previous to the observations. How were they able to accomplish this, and why?

Perhaps the answer to this phenomenon lies in the concept of periodic guest posited

by Forsyth & Gramling (1987). While the truck drivers may perceive their home to

be where their family resides, the drivers are only there for brief periods of time.

Therefore, their "real" home might be their truck, and they are only visiting their

families versus actually living with them. Since they have all their needed clothing,

bedding, grooming items, medications, and ways to pass time (books, music etc.)

on their trucks, they are self-sufficient. Therefore, they are acting as "good" guests

do. They pay their weekly visit and then leave, taking their luggage with them.

Hence, all visible trace of them leaves when they do. In addition to wives'

exclusion of evidence, the driver's actions also support the notion that the they do

not really live in their homes at all. Perhaps this was summed up by the author's

husband when he was looking at a pair of salt and pepper shakers she had recently

purchased, "You sure have some neat stuff." His statement indicates that he does

not consider "her" stuff to be his, as he has left himself out as owner. One wonders

where "his" stuff is? An educated guess would be that it's "on my truck!"
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Woman's Role In Husband's Inclusion

Three women had homes in which evidence of their husband was observed.

What was different about these women? In order to answer this question, the

women's feelings were also examined to determine whether there were any

apparent differences in their outlooks on trucking, as opposed to the seven women

whose homes did not reveal their husband's presence. Differences were revealed,

and were such that they could not be grouped, as each woman viewed trucking

differently.

Laura's home communicated Sam's presence through the pool table that

was immediately observed in the family room. When asked if this was Sam's pool

table, Laura replied that it certainly "isn't mine or the children's." Laura totally

accepts Sam's driving. She thinks of it as a means to accomplish the couple's goals

(supporting high-risk children) and nothing more, "When he's gone I'm so busy the

days fly...do I resent it, no it's just the way it is, that's all."

Carol's home contained the veritable symbol of the "cowboy trucker," the

saddle which had been handed down to her husband. Yet, her husband, through the

saddle, was the only family member reflected throughout the rooms that were

observed. Her home was devoid of any decorative items. Even items such as

canisters, or small appliances were not on the kitchen counters. Neither Carol nor

her children's presence was communicated throughout her home environment. Her

home could be compared to that of an unoccupied, furnished, rental house in that

basic pieces of furniture were present, but any objects that would personalize it

were missing.
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In her personal profile, Carol's statements reflected those of a woman who

is controlled by her husband. Her statements also demonstrated her feeling of being

powerless when it came to Alan's driving, "You always feel alone. I mean there's

nothing, you just try to cope with it the best you can." Her home communicated not

only her feelings of helplessness, but also that of her husband's power within their

home environment.

Sally's home strongly reflected both Duane and herself. His love of cats and

trucking was evident throughout the rooms. His personal space (the chair) was also

clearly marked by his work boots beside it. Sally's presence was expressed through

the large pillows, candles, and music tapes, which she said made life so enjoyable

to her.

While Sally did not like Duane's absences anymore than the seven women

whose homes excluded their husbands, her experience was much different in that

she had almost constant access to Duane by working for the same company. This is

illustrated by Sally's following comments:

...like in the mornings when I get to work, if I
haven't heard from him, I'll type in 'good morning'
(on the satellite computer), and even if he's not
awake, the satellite wakes him up and he knows that
I'm at work. So he knows I'm safe and I know,
cause he'll respond back and say 'good morning' on
the road, and he'll be off and gone. So I think there's
a lot more connection there, I think it makes it a lot
easier.

She was also able to see Duane periodically during the week when he had

occasion to stop by the trucking company yard, "He'll stop by and like he'll come

by the yard...and he'll go 'hey, let's go to lunch, I've got a half hour'." Because of
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her accessibility to Duane, Sally was more comfortable with his driving because

she knew she could either reach him directly and/or see him off and on during the

week. Because Sally viewed Duane's driving as a shared experience, she did not

feel the need to make a power statement through her home environment. Since

Duane was more accessible than the other drivers, their relationship was less

fraught with tension and contradictions.

Discussion: Conclusions

Expressions of the women's feeling about their husband's prolonged

absences were communicated through the presentation of their home environments.

Amy, Sadie, Lynn, Mary, and Greta all stated at some point during their interviews

that they wished their husbands were home on a regular basis. Of these women,

Amy, Lynn, and Greta also said that they not only wished they were home, they

also highly resented their husband's job. As for the other two women, Colette lived

her life vicariously through Dale, and the items that might have reflected him really

belonged to her. While Belle did not resent Steve's job, nor indicated she wished he

were home, her home was a trade-off in lieu of his chosen occupation.

The women had constructed environments that did not include their

husbands, but the men also shared that responsibility by leaving little evidence of

their involvement. This lends further support to the "periodic guest" concept.

Perhaps the five women who expressed the desire that their husbands be home on a

regular basis perceived their husbands as periodic guests, whose reentry into their

homes each week was so intrusive that it exacerbated any feelings of resentment
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they may have had. It could also be one more reminder, as the husbands leave each

week, of the woman's desire to have him home in a more traditional manner.

Therefore, the women could be creating a home environment that does not reflect

their husbands. By doing so, they communicate resentment and exertion of their

personal power within the relationship. It does not necessarily suggest a conscious

choice by the women, although it could. Whatever the case, the women's ability to

create environments that exclude their husbands allows them some control over a

situation they find difficult to resolve. One could speculate that all women might

prefer to have their home environment reflect only themselves, and that trucking

wives are in a position to get away with it. After all, who wants engine parts on

their table? However, there were many small bits of evidence such as appointment

reminders and sports magazines, etc. that are not nearly as intrusive as engine parts.

Even these were notably absent from the trucker's homes.

This was very different from the women who are married to non-truckers. It

was obvious that they were comfortable with allowing their husband's presence to

reveal itself. One could speculate that this occurred by chance, that these women

simply did not pick up after their husbands because he would be home soon.

However, one would also have to decide that the trucking wives ran around each

Sunday night or Monday morning and erased his every trace. This does not appear

valid, as their husbands will not be gone for years, only five to six days. One would

also have to decide that when truckers were at home, they never did anything that

might leave evidence they had been there. While this might be true if the trucker

came home to the "wrong household," it really does not make much sense. What
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does make sense, is that the men think of their "real" home as being their truck, and

are behaving as guests when home with their families.

It was surmised that both the women and their husbands have acted in

tandem to create this phenomenon. Through their required prolonged absences the

men have become periodic guests within their own households, failing to leave

behind any observable evidence that they actually lived there. The women have

also perceived their husbands as guests, over which they have little control.

However, they do have control over their home environment, and are able to exert

their power within their relationships by creating home environments which

practically shout, "this is my home, I have things just the way I want" (Amy).
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CHAPTER VI:

LIMITATIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND FINAL CONCLUSIONS

While the purpose of the study has been met, there are still roads to travel.

The low beams illuminated the path so that the women's feelings could be revealed.

Their direct aim also allowed serendipity to occur in the form of the environmental

analysis. However, the need for low beams has ceased as the road taken by the

study is less foggy. This final chapter presents the limitations of the study and

implications that can drive future research efforts. Lastly, it closes with final

conclusions, which encapsulate the big picture of life in a trucking family.

Limitations

One characteristic of qualitative research is that results generalize only to

the population beging studied (Smith & Davis, 1997). Data were gathered from a

small nonrandom sample of women married to long-haul truck drivers.

Environmental analysis was restricted to these same homes. In addition, the same

trucking company employed the drivers. Data from women whose husbands drove

for other companies were not gathered so that variations could be identified. The

views of truckers and their children were not solicited. Their perceptions of father

absence would have provided relevant data that captured the reality of trucking for

the immediate family.

Trucking companies were not asked for their perceptions of driver family

lifestyle. Therefore, the trucking context was not offered a voice both in what it
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feels family support should consist of, and what is realistically possible when

offering support to families. Therefore, some companies whose families cope less

well with driver absence might have refused to participate in the study.

The data for the home environment analysis of non-truckers was gathered

from homes of individuals known to the principle investigator. While these

individuals were not aware of the purpose of the visit, the fact that they were

acquainted may have impacted the way that they presented their home

environment.

Implications For Future Research

Results demonstrated that the trucking company whose families were

represented by the study was relatively sensitive to family need and had strategies

in place that addressed their issues. The results also revealed that many companies

fail to recognize such needs. Similar research should be conducted that further

explores the work-family interface in companies known not to be family sensitive.

The coping strategies of their drivers' families may not be as well developed as the

ones described by the women in this study. Conversely, families in non-supportive

companies may have developed coping strategies that work around the lack of

sensitivity. Families whose husbands drive for such companies may find such

strategies relevant. In addition, results may further demonstrate that company

support is important in terms of driver retention and recruitment. Gathering data

from trucking companies would assist in determining obstacles to support. This
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would provide a foundation for dialogue between families and companies, so that

support which is reality based could be negotiated.

The study presented a general overview of the trucking lifestyle. Future

research should expand upon this knowledge by looking in-depth at effects of

absence on marital relationships. How couples were able to maintain intimate

relationships, in spite of prolonged and frequent absence, was not explored. The

military's cycle of deployment could be utilized in determining whether trucking

couples experience similar cycles.

Effects of prolonged absence on children needs further exploration. The

question of whether children view absence as normative may influence their ability

to cope. For example, if father absence is resented, children may express this by

acting out. They may need assistance in developing coping strategies that address

their needs specifically. This information would allow families and trucking

companies to develop supports that work in tandem with coping abilities of

children.

Environmental analysis should be extended to homes of families whose

companies are not sensitive to family need. Also, additional homes of non-truckers

should be analyzed and continued comparisons made to the homes of long-haul

truck drivers. It is difficult to predict whether differences would be evident.

However, if women continue to convey feelings through symbolism, it would be

interesting to discern how such messages compare to the ones captured by the

environmental analysis included in this study.
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Demographic differences may also be evident in further environmental

analysis. For example, wives of drivers in rural Alaska may not feel the need to

express feelings about absence if they live in small communities comprised of

many drivers and their families. The supportive environment of others experiencing

similar events may provide a level of support which negates the necessity.

Finally, it was speculated that the drivers may truly consider their "real"

homes to be their trucks. This notion was not supported by data gathered from

drivers. Therefore, truckers need to be interviewed and data gathered so that

speculation can evolve into reality, or be laid to rest.

Final Conclusions: Life With Today's Cowboy Trucker

Many outside of the trucking context still perceive truck drivers as "restless

cowboys" (Allen & Penn, 1997). This myth was symbolized in one of the homes

included in the study in the form of a western saddle that had been handed down

generation to generation, from trucker to trucker. However, it represented nothing

more than a romantic bit of Americana, as the women in the study demonstrated

through their feelings and perceptions what life with a trucker meant to them and

their families. Throughout their interviews, women described their husbands as

men who were deeply committed to their families and their family's well-being.

Most of the women did not like the long absences required of their husbands. They

described periods of loneliness that were at times overwhelming. They also

reported that stress was an inherent factor in their lives, as they not only had the

responsibility of keeping their families intact while their husbands were gone, they
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also worried about their husband's safety on the road. Several women also worried

that their husbands might cheat while away from home. While Belle had resolved

this issue, Carol continued to identify cheating as her primary concern. Yet, they

had all developed methods of coping with these issues in ways that worked for

them. However, it did not happen immediately upon marriage. It was a process that

developed as demands were placed upon it. Nor did the process happen by chance,

as it evolved through trial and error, and with support by sources outside the family

system. The process was impacted by the life experience each of the women

brought with them into the relationship. Lynn grew up thinking that trucking would

be an adventurous lifestyle. However, she had only perceived it from a trucker's

perspective, she had failed to perceive it from a family viewpoint. This naiveté

inhibited her ability to cope with the reality and made it very difficult to accept. On

the other hand, Colette had dreamed of being a truck driver's wife, so much so that

she had little difficulty accepting her husband's absence. In fact, his absence

provided her with proof of her success in realizing her life dream.

The results of the environmental analysis demonstrated that many of the

women's homes did not reflect their husband's presence. It was posited that while

much of the responsibility for this phenomenon rested with the women, it could

also be attributed to the drivers. Indeed, it does beg the question of just where

family members perceive the trucker's actual home to be. Is it the family home, or

is it his truck? However, what the data did reveal was that their homes may have

provided the women with a method to express disdain for a context over which

they had little control. In this way they were safe, as their feelings could be
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expressed without endangering their relationships with their husbands, thereby

keeping their families together. This ability to express their feelings gave them

some measure of power within the relationship, as it also removed them from a

stance of helplessness over the situation.

Another method some of the women utilized was that of ambivalent

thought. They were able to resolve negative emotions by changing the ways in

which they perceived them. This, in conjunction with their home environments,

incorporated multiple skills into their coping repertoires.

While the women's life experiences and perceptions evolved from the data,

the family theories that had been held in suspension were also reexamined for their

relevance. Although general systems theory did not prove helpful, the basic tenets

of dynamic systems theory were illustrated by the data. While the trucking industry

sets the context, it is up to the families to decide how to cope with the

nontraditional lifestyle it demands. When analyzing the data it became clear that

coping and connection were not the results of one individual's efforts. The wife,

driver, and children all contributed to its success. For example, many of the drivers

called home every night. These calls were not merely to touch base. They were also

used as a means to keep the driver involved in decisions his wife was making in his

absence, or to offer his support for those she had already made. The women also

contributed to this process by including their husbands in the decisions, as they

were in a position to include/exclude him through the information they presented

during the phone calls. One woman, Mary, also kept a journal of the day's events

so that her husband would know from day to day what had transpired in his
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absence. The truck driver's children were also important contributors in terms of

keeping the families connected. They sometimes wrote little notes to their fathers,

or saved projects they had made to share with him when he got home. This

demonstrated support for the tenets inherent in dynamic systems theory, as the

entire family was engaged in the struggle to make the family system work within

the trucking context. Nothing ever remained static. As the family changed, so did

their coping strategies. Women came to the experience of being trucking wives

from a variety of individual life experiences. When children were small, the coping

mechanisms were much different than when children had grown and left home.

Therefore, change was created over time according to the needs of the family

system. This focus on change is very consistent with life course perspective.

Some of the women also demonstrated basic propositions of social

exchange theory when coping with their husband's absence. One example was

provided by Belle who decided that having a nicer home was an appropriate

exchange for her family in lieu of her husband being gone much of the time. Laura

viewed her husband's absence as an exchange for the income needed to support

their children. Greta also said that the income her husbandwas able to generate

from trucking provided a rationale that enabled her to accept her husband's driving.

Clearly, these women were weighing the costs and benefits of the lifestyle in which

they found themselves. The women also went a step further and were actively

engaged in constructing a life that would provide them with even greater benefits,

while reducing the impact of the costs.
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Yet, the families did not accomplish change without support. This support

took many forms, and also changed according to the flow of family need. In their

discussions about trucking companies, the women stressed their importance in

assisting them both in terms of coping and in remaining connected. The women

also revealed that they had a lot of influence over the driver's decisions to remain

with specific companies. By taking note and acting upon this, trucking companies

are in a position of directly supporting the active human agency of their driver's

families. Thus driver retention rates could be impacted which would help stall the

churning effect rampant in today's trucking industry.

The research project met the objectives of feminist research in the following

ways. First, data was gathered from women married to long-haul truck drivers

whose voices had not previously been heard. The women were allowed to express

their feelings and perceptions of the trucking lifestyle and what it had meant to

them and their families. Second, the resultant information on coping strategies and

support systems should prove useful to other women, particularly those whose

husbands or partners are just starting out in the trucking industry. It also revealed

information that trucking companies need to recognize in terms of driver retention.

In this regard, the women's perceptions of influence regarding their husband's

decisions to stay with specific companies was a relevant topic. Third, the women

were not viewed as oppressed. Rather, their ability to create lifestyles and coping

methods were viewed as empowering, and essential in making the trucking

relationship successful. Fourth, the results will help reduce feelings of isolation

between the research participants by sharing the various coping strategies and
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support systems developed by the women. In order to assist this process, the

newsletter that shared the results with the other women in the study was created

and sent to each participant. The results will also be made available to the trucking

industry in an effort to bring the women and the industry closer together in a shared

commitment to making the relationship work. As the relationship is not just

between husband and wife, there is a "mistress" present in the form of the trucking

company. However, in this case the mistress does not have to be viewed as a threat

to the relationship. Indeed, this mistress can evolve into a caring source of support

to both trucker and wife.

Finally, to counteract criticism of the subjective nature of the data analysis,

reflexivity was used and demonstrated in the author's reflexive statement. The

personal profiles were also used as a means to "put it all out on the table," so that

the women and their life experiences could be compared to further data analysis as

the study progressed.

And so, the cowboy trucker drives on. Yet, he no longer wanders off into

the sunset leaving the townspeople behind, with nothing to bind him except the ties

on his load. This is a myth that is being dispelled by the families of long-haul truck

drivers, as he has now married and "settled down."
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APPENDIX A:

ORAL HISTORY

1. Woman's family of origin

2. Woman's perceptions of trucking previous to her present relationship

3. Woman's marital history

4. Husband/partner's marital history

5. Woman's level of education

6. Husband/partner's level of education

7. Gender of all family members living in home at present

8. Birthdates of all family members living in home at present

9. Woman's employment history

10. Husband/partner's employment history
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APPENDIX B:

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What are some of the things you enjoy about being part of a trucking family?

2. What are some of your worries and concerns?

3. How do you think your husband's work schedule has affected your parenting?

4. How do you think your husband's work schedule has affected your husband's

parenting?

5. What were some of the effects, if any, you observed in your children as a result

of their father's absence?

6. What type of strategies have you and your husband developed in order to keep

the children connected with him while he was/is on the road?

7. What types of supports have been helpful to you as a parent? As a wife/partner?

8. What advice would you give a trucker's wife who is expecting her first child?

9. Do you feel that your husband/partners present employer has been supportive to

your family? In what ways have they been/not been?

10. If you felt/feel supported by your husband/partner's employer, what would you

say to your husband if he were to "come in of the road" on day feeling

frustrated with the company in general, tired and ready to quit? Do your feel

that your input would influence his decision in any way?
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APPENDIX C:

CONSULTANT CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT

I, , am acting as a consultant on a
research study being conducted by Susan F. Moon, a doctoral candidate at Oregon
State University. The study is currently entitled, Woman's Feelings About The
Work-Family Interface Of Long-Haul Truckers: Six Days On The Road And He's
Gonna Be Home Tonight. My role as consultant is that of assisting with
environmental analysis of the homes involved in the study. As consultant to the
study, I agree to the following:

I will maintain complete confidentiality regarding any and all aspects of
the research study. This includes the participant's names, husband's
names, places of residence, places of employment, areas of residence,
nor any other features that would cause them to be identified in any
way.

+ I will not divulge any of the comments participants may make, except in
my discussions with Susan Moon.

I will not discuss any of the study's procedures, data analysis, results
nor conclusions with anyone except Susan Moon, the study's author,
unless I have her expressed permission to do so.

I understand that I will not be compensated financially for my role as
consultant. However, it will be acknowledged in the final data summary.

Consultant's Name:

Consultant's Signature:

Date:

Please Print
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APPENDIX D:

HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL
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APPENDIX E:

THANK YOU LETTER AND NEWSLETTER

June 2, 1998

Dear Research Participants:

Over the course of the last two years I have met with you to discuss your feelings
about being a trucker's wife. As I listened to your feelings and perceptions of the
trucking lifestyle, I was struck by your willingness to share your experiences, and
appreciate the honesty of your responses. Many of you indicated that you would
like to know some of the major findings of the study. As a means to extendmy
thanks for your participation in my study, I am including some of these in the
enclosed newsletter.

Even though most of you said that trucking placed a lot of stress on your family, all
of you were proud of your husband's occupation. In fact, most of you firmly stated
that your husband was his company's top driver! When asked if you felt that your
input would be considered in your husband's decision to stay or leave a specific
company, all of you felt that your feelings would be an instrumental factor in his
decision. In short, you have a lot of influence over your husband's decisions to
drive for various companies.

Again, I want to thank you for your participation in my study. Your input was
extremely valuable in helping me portray the reality of life with a truck driver.

Sincerely,

Susan F. Moon
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NEWSLETTER

Women's Feelings About The Work-Family Interface Of Long-Haul Truck
Drivers: Six Days On The Road And He's Gonna Be Home Tonight

One of the primary purposes of this study was to discover the ways in which
families of truck drivers cope with the prolonged absence of their husbands and
fathers. The following is a summary of what was learned, and is inclusive of topics
it was felt would be relevant not only to yourselves, but to families of other truck
drivers as well.

Trucker's involvement in family life - Many of you demonstrated that your
husbands are very much involved with their families. While they are absent much
of the time, most keep connected through regular phone calls from the road. During
these calls, your husbands not only "touch base," they also discuss family issues
and assist in making decisions that will affect the family. In the event that they are
unable to help make the actual decision, most husbands support the decisions you
have made in their absence. When they are at home, they involve themselves in
family activities. This involvement was described as: helping care for children
(allowing you some time to regroup), playing with children, attending available
school, church, and sports activities, and spending some intimate time with you
(dinner out, a few minutes to talk uninterrupted etc.).

Keeping the family connected - Although regular phone calls were the number
one strategy for family connection, many of you had developed other methods that
worked for you and your family. What was striking about these strategies was that
all family members participated, even the trucker. Some of these were:

*Keeping a daily journal of the children's activities such as a first step, or amusing
event that had happened that day. These were shared with the trucker when he
arrived home.
* Wife and children made audio tapes for the trucker to listen to while on the road.
*Husband made audio tapes for family to listen to while he was on the road.
*Video taping of special events.
*Made special "little surprises" that were tucked into the trucker's clothing bag
such as: notes/pictures the children had drawn, "I love you" notes etc. Some of
these were also planted under his pillow at home, as a way to say "we're glad
you're here."
*Older children were encouraged to go on trips with their dad (many of you take
advantage of this whenever you can as well).
*Younger children were taken to the trucking company and allowed to explore their
dad's truck, and maybe go for a "trip" around the yard.
*Comments such as "your dad has to leave now," were restructured to "your dad
has to go to work for us now."
* When possible, if the trucker had to lay over for the weekend, some families
"packed up" and met him at a motel for a mini-vacation.
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Newsletter: Page 2

*Many of your husbands brought home mementos from the road. Some also sent
postcards, or brought them home so that their families could see where they had
been.

Support systems - All of you had some type of support system in place to assist
you in coping with your husband's absence. In fact, support was a major
contributor in your ability to maintain your trucking lifestyle. While some of these
were practical in nature, others were more abstract:

*Mentors (other women whose husbands or partners were truck drivers)
*Friends and family
*Support groups for trucking wives
*Co-workers of women that worked for trucking companies
*Parenting classes
*Books and articles that promoted personal growth
*Lists of resources (people and services that could be accessed in time of need such
as: auto repair, plumbing, locksmiths etc.)
*Belief in a higher power
*Access to trucking company personnel (husband's dispatcher, contact person in
emergencies, questions about insurance etc.)

Best wishes for continued happiness in your personal "journey over the long
haul."
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When asked what her life was like growing up, Colette summed it up very

quickly in two words, "Negative and depressing. Very negative, very depressing!"

She went on to say that she did not wish to discuss her family of origin other than

to state that she was to the point, "Where I won't go home. There's no point.

Because as soon as you pick up that phone, you've got nothing but total negativity,

and I don't want to be a part of that anymore."

When questioned further, Colette did say that while her parents are still

together, she has never been close to either one of them. She described her

relationship with her father as, "There's an extreme thick wall between me and my

father." She was the oldest of three children, and at the time of the interview was 33

years of age. Her two siblings are brothers who she "thinks" are three and eight

years younger than herself. She concluded this family description by stating,

"That's all I have."

Colette did not finish high school. She said that the reason she did not was

because her school was about "20% white" and the rest were children of Mexican

farm workers. As a result, she was very much in the minority, was harassed, and

abused by the other students. "They blew up my locker, pulled guns on me,

threatened to kill me, this and that, so I quit." Upon completion of the 10th grade,
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and at the age of sixteen, she left both school and home and began living on her

own.

She supported herself with a series of fast-food jobs and began living with

her first husband shortly thereafter. He was out of work on a regular basis. When

she became pregnant, they applied for welfare, which paid for him to attend truck

driving school. At this point, Colette exclaimed, "That was great, because I always

said that I would marry either a fighter pilot, or a truck driver!" She went on to say

that there were many truck drivers in her family starting with her grandfather, and

"it's something that has really fascinated me, and I just love it!" Although this

relationship ended in divorce, she was emphatic that it was not a result of her

husband's work. Instead, she said, that it was the result of poor communication and

lack of support that caused the marital collapse.

She has been married to her present husband, Dale, for seven years. At the

time of their marriage, Dale was not a truck driver. However, Colette said that she

went on and on about truck driving until he said, "well, I've always wanted to."

With that, she replied, "why don't you just call the nearest school and find out

about it?" When he appeared reluctant to do so, she stated that she kept saying: "Do

it, do it, and I kept telling him, just do it, just do it, just do it!" Dale finally did so,

and has been driving truck even since he graduated from truck driving school.

When asked if she had gone into her first relationship with any

preconceived ideas about what life in a trucking family would mean to her, she

replied that she did not anticipate that it would be a negative experience for her.

The way that she described her feelings about trucking was that, "To me trucking is
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my glamour. I enjoy it. If it were not for trucks, America could not survive. They

just really move America, and if it wasn't for "us" nobody would get anything. I

mean right down to the pen you're writing with was moved by a truck."

Colette's husband Dale is 42 years of age. He completed high school and

spent 14 years in the Navy before beginning his relationship with her. He has been

a long-haul truck driver for six years. Colette has three daughters from her previous

marriage. One of the girls, age 11, lives at home, while the others, ages 13 and 16,

live elsewhere. They also have one foster daughter living with them who is 13

years old. Dale has two daughters from a previous relationship, one of whom lives

with them. However, in the initial questioning, Colette did not include either child

in the list of children the couple shared. It was not until the investigator took note

that there appeared to be an extra child in the home, that she acknowledged that this

child was Dale's. She did not want to discuss his children in any way, and seemed

surprised that she should have included them in the list of shared children. She

never did say how old the one not living with them was, but did finally state that

the daughter presently living with them was 19, and would be "moving out soon."

She also added that Dale's other daughter "is never seen or heard from."

During most of her marriage Colette has worked outside the home, usually

doing some sort of general office work. At the time of the interview, she was

working as a bookkeeper for a small local business. She was also in the initial stage

of starting a business, specializing in beauty products, from her home. She was

very proud of the fact that she had started it with money she had saved, and did not
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need to rely on any additional financial assistance to start the business. She also

stated that she "does not sell beauty products, I teach skin care."

It was obvious that this interview was very important to Colette. Several

times she exclaimed that she was "so excited about doing this," as she felt that

"people really need to know that truckers are humans too." In fact, when

confidentiality was explained to her she said, "I don't care about that, you can use

my name if you want." Her facial expression appeared glum when it was explained

that nevertheless, her confidentiality would be maintained.

Although Colette proclaimed that she was very open to the interview

process, and had been told previous to the session that the study was concerned

with family issues, she was extremely guarded when it came to discussing actual

aspects of family life such as her family of origin, and Dale's children. In fact,

when asked how trucking had affected her parenting, she was taken aback and did

not seem to quite know how to respond. She was much more focused on trucking

itself, and really seemed to want to get the message across that trucking was a

difficult, yet glamorous occupation, upon which we all depend. She also included

herself when talking about truckers in general by using the words such as "us" and

"we" when referring to them. When listening to her speak to the issues of truckers

themselves, one could not help get the feeling that in many ways Colette was living

her life vicariously through her husband's occupation. One could almost not help

but wonder why she does not drive herself?
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Amy

Amy grew up with both of her parents who have been married for over 37

years. She describes it as a "very close family." While her mother worked outside

the home for short periods of time, she was "mostly at home" during much of

Amy's childhood. Until she was 9 years old, her father worked for the government

on a job that required he be gone during the week, and home only on weekends.

She remembers crying a lot when her father would have to leave for the week. "We

always did a lot of things together as a family, and so it was harder when Dad

wasn't there." After that, he started working in a capacity that allowed him to be

home nightly. She stated that this was "really fun because he would accumulate a

lot of vacation time and could take off on vacation like when we were out for

Christmas vacation from school." She had a sister that was 5 years older than

herself, but who died recently from the effects of drug abuse. She also has an older

brother (3 years), and a younger sister who was born when Amy was 13. At the

time of the interview, Amy was 31.

She stated that while, "I was very close to both my parents, I've always had

a special connection with my dad, being daddy's girl." This deep connection

continues to this day. Her parents live only 2 miles from Amy and her husband,

who has become very close to her parents as well.

Amy did not graduate from high school, as she dropped out at the age of 16

to marry Jim. They have been married for 15 years. She met Jim through her

mother. The two families were next door neighbors. His parents were older than is

typical, and Amy's mom was someone he felt he could talk to about ongoing issues
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in his life. Jim was 23 at the time and had already been married and divorced. He

also was the father of a baby girl. However, one day while visiting with her mother,

"he noticed that I had kind of grown up. And it went pretty quick from there."

Previous to marrying Jim, Amy had never considered marrying a truck

driver. In fact, she knew very little about the lifestyle of a trucking family, "In

school, once in a while you'd have a classmate that had an uncle or something that

had a nice big truck, talk about the big sleeper, but I never really knew what truck

driving was like."

Jim graduated from high school "with silver cords and he was a very good

student, good athlete." When he and Amy met he was working on a dairy farm

doing the various chores such farming requires. However, several months after

their marriage, he began driving truck for the dairy and found that he really enjoyed

it. He has been driving long-haul ever since.

Amy and Jim are both members of the Mormon church, and their religion is

very important to them. Amy felt that their religious beliefs have played an integral

part in keeping their family values focused. When they married, Jim's daughter,

although still a baby, came to live with them. She has been with them ever since.

She and Amy are very close. They also have a two-year-old son who was born after

a series of miscarriages. Because of the difficulties Amy has experienced in

carrying a baby to term, she feels that any more children would have to be adopted.

Yet, when approaching various adoption agencies, several indicated that Amy and

Jim would not be considered as adoptive parents because of Jim's occupation as a
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long-haul truck driver. This seems unfair to Amy, as she feels that they have done a

good job parenting both his daughter, and their son.

During much of their marriage, Amy has worked outside the home for

various small companies. Most of her work has entailed, "cleaning, cashiering, and

pumping gas." However, she often had to quit these jobs because of her

pregnancies and her history of miscarriages, "I would quit because I was pregnant,

I needed to be careful and then I'd miscarry, so can I come back to work?"

However, she has not worked outside of the home for several years.

While Amy acknowledges that she is happy Jim is doing a job that he

enjoys, she still remembers the little girl who used to cry when her father would

leave for the week. She feels that if Jim could earn the type of income farming as

he can driving truck, that it would be better for the family if he were to do so.

When asked if she is still that little girl she replied, "Yes, and also because I know

he wants to be home. He's driven for a long time now, and he misses the kids

growing up." It appears that while she and Jim raised his daughter while he was

trucking, the birth of their baby son has caused them to rethink the importance of

his being home on a regular basis.

Laura

Laura was raised in a small, rural community where everyone knew

everybody else. Because of this, she feels that she had a rather idealistic childhood.

Her parents had four children, of whom Laura was the baby. In fact, there is a 12-

year gap between herself and her next sibling. She describes herself as, "I was a
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pampered little brat. I was spoiled rotten - got everything I wanted." She loved

school, and "participated in all sports and school activities that were offered."

When asked if she was particularly close to either parent, she initially replied, no,

that she was close to both of them. She then said that perhaps she was closest to her

mother. At the time of the interview, Laura was 35 years old.

Upon graduation from high school, she went to work in a factory, which she

hated. She quit that job and began working as a certified nursing assistant. This was

before one needed a college degree in order to become a registered nurse (RN).

Because of this, she studied on her own and was able to pass the state board

examinations. She was also assisted by an RN who was "behind me and helped me

a lot, taught me like your shots, start IV's and catheters, and all that." She has been

a registered nurse ever since.

Laura has been married to Sam for seventeen years. This is her third

marriage, and his first. Neither of her first two marriages were to truck drivers.

Before she married Sam, she did not have any preconceived ideas about life in a

trucking family, "It was just trucks on the road. I hated them when it was raining.

And logging trucks, I hated them when they crowded you. Other than that, no."

Sam is 6 years older than Laura. She describes his initial work history as,

"Jack of all trades, master of none." After graduating from high school, he began

work in a mill. Several years later, he went to work in electronics. He began

trucking 15 years ago, and found that it is a job he really enjoys because of the

"money and the autonomy it allows."
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Laura and Sam have four children presently living at home. They have one

biological child, a daughter 21 years old. The next three, all boys, are foster

children ages 13, 12, and 8. All of the children, including their daughter, have

cerebral palsy, which has severely impacted their developmental outcome. As a

result, they require a great deal of self-care (lifting, feeding, bathing, dressing etc.).

However, they all attend school on a regular basis, and the oldest is getting ready to

graduate from high school this spring.

Laura has worked almost all of her adult life as a RN. She has worked in

nursing homes, hospitals, and provided home care. "I've done in-home care mainly,

cause I prefer the one-to-one. Go into their homes and problem solve for them, and

help them out, setting up IVs and tracks and cad pumps, they are in their home so

they can stay home and have quality of life. And that's what I like." She began

staying home when, "My daughter decided that I needed to be home." Since then,

the couple has included the three foster boys in their home. Although they are

foster children, Laura does not envision a life without them. The only reason they

have not formally adopted them is because of the expense their care would require.

Even though much of the children's expenses are covered by outside agencies, she

and Sam still spend a great deal of money for items not covered such as

transportation, clothes, and entertainment. Laura stated that because of this, Sam's

driving is fine with her. The money he makes has helped them provide the level of

care the children need. However, she does envision an independent lifestyle for all

of them in the form of an assisted living arrangement where they can live

independent of her and Sam, but with support.
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Laura came across as a very practical, no-nonsense type of woman. Her

answers to the questions put to her were brief and to the point. She did not expand

upon any of the questions without prompting by the investigator. This trait appears

to be illustrative of the choices she has made in life. As she stated, home care was a

favored aspect of her nursing career, and indeed, her nursing career has never

ended, as she continues to make use of her skills when caring for her children.

Caring for high-risk children such as her and Sam's, requires a great deal of

energy, flexibility, and time management. This would be difficult to achieve if

Laura were to spend a lot of time with the frivolities of life. As a result, it appeared

that she treated the interview experience as she does most everything else in her

life, a process that should be conducted quickly and efficiently, and straight to the

point.

Carol

Carol stated that her family life was "really good" up until she was "about

six or eight years old." Her father worked for the railroad, and he was gone most of

the time. However, her family spent a lot of time together, which she describes as,

"we were having steak dinner on Sunday and going to church. It was really good."

However, her parents got divorced when she was a young child. After that, Carol

remembers, "when they got divorced everything went downhill."

Carol had six siblings, and was the next to the youngest child. At the time of

the interview she was 30 years of age. She did not feel that she was ever especially

close to either of her parents at any time in her life. She said that life was always
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hard after the divorce, and that was the "way it was" as she went through and

completed high school.

She met her husband, Alan, when they were both in junior high school.

Although Alan liked her, it was not until they reached high school that she began to

become interested in him. They have been together ever since.

Carol stated that before she married Alan, she did not hold any

preconceived notions of what trucking would mean to her. She said, "I didn't think

anything of it. Just driving on the road, the trucks were big." Upon further probing

by the investigator she added, "Not until he started being gone all the time

(trucking), I realized he was going to be gone. When he first started, he was home

on Tuesday for two hours and all day Saturday. That was the only time I seen him."

Upon completion of high school, Alan joined the Army for a period of two

years. During that time the couple were married. Carol was 19, and Alan was 20

years old. Carol seems to have fond memories of their Army life, "Yeah, but he

was home all the time. Army life is good, I'd rather be in the Army, and I think he

does too. Kind of fun, it's different."

Alan comes from a long line of truck drivers. His grandfather, father,

uncles, and various cousins have all been truck drivers in some form. It seemed

natural to him that he would drive truck also when he was discharged from the

Army. As many of his relatives work for the same company, some in management

positions, he applied for work there too and has been driving for them ever since, a

period of eight years. Because he works for the same company many of his

relatives do, Carol does not feel that he gets the recognition he deserves. She thinks
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that the company is reluctant to do so, for fear of being accused of favoritism.

Although they have considered Alan going to work for a different company, they

fear doing this because he might have to start at the bottom of the pay scale, which

they can not afford to do. In fact, they would both rather he was at a job which

would allow more time home, but the income provides them with a comfortable

lifestyle. In addition to this, Alan likes carrying on the family tradition of truck

driving, and enjoys the autonomy his driving affords.

The couple has three small boys ages 10, 7, and 4. She worked at various

jobs, mainly store clerking, both right after high school, and during the first few

months of their marriage. She has been home with the children ever since the birth

of their first son. She stated that Alan wanted it this way, as he felt it would be best

for the children. In fact, as the interview progressed, Carol made numerous

statements that indicated that Alan is rather controlling. When describing a recent

week when he was filling in for another driver by running local she said, "I've

gotten some bad habits, not making sure dinner is on the table at five p.m. Know

what I mean?"

Although Carol did not claim to have any advance perception of how

trucking would impact her and her family, she did experience her father's frequent

absence when she was a young child. However, she remembers this as a time when

life was good, a happy time. In fact, it was the only positive period in her life

before marriage. It is not difficult to surmise that because of this trucking did not

initially appear negative to her. It was only after she actually experienced Alan's
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absence that she began to think it would be difficult. Perhaps she put it very aptly

when she said, "That's a hard reality."

Sadie

Sadie grew up in a very strict, religious household. Her father was a

minister to whom she was especially close. She describes herself as "his right-hand

man." As a child she spent much of her time following him around as he attended

to his ministerial duties. As she grew older, she acted as his administrative assistant

which entailed screening calls, arranging meetings and visits with members of his

congregation, and whatever else he needed her to do. This close father-daughter

relationship continued up until he died when she was 27. She was reluctant to

discuss her relationship with her mother, and only would say that she has very little

to do with her. She was the fifth of six siblings, and does not maintain a very close

relationship with any of them. Sadie was 55 at the time of the interview.

Upon high school completion, Sadie attended college and became a

registered nurse. She has worked off and on in that capacity ever since. She was

married once when she was about 20, and the couple subsequently divorced. The

couple had four children. (All of the children are now in their twenties and had left

home by the time of the interview.) However, during all of this time, Sadie

continued to assist her father, and they retained their close relationship. When her

father passed away, she felt very lost and alone. She then decided that she and the

children should move away and go someplace that would not remind her of home.

She moved several states away to a small community and began working once
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more as an RN. Even though her father has been gone for 29 years, Sadie still gets

quite emotional when talking about him.

She met Buck in 1980. He is 15 years younger than her, which was a fact

that Sadie was hesitant to admit during the interview. However, they have been

married for 18 years. This was a first marriage for Buck, who was in his early 20s

at the time.

Sadie stated that prior to her marriage to Buck, she had not formulated any

opinion, nor had any idea what living with a trucker would be like. While she

shared that there are times when it has been very difficult to have him gone, she

knows that driving is the only job that Buck knows. Also, it is a job that is well

suited to his independent type of personality. She also stated that it is extremely

important at this time that he continue driving, at least for the same company, as

she has had some serious health problems over the past several years, one of which

entailed major heart surgery. She went on to say that it was a time when she

became "almost distraught" that he was not home more during her recovery period.

Buck has been a long-haul truck driver since he graduated from high school.

While he has worked for a number of trucking companies, he has been with the

same one for over 16 years. When Sadie attempts to discuss what he might do

when he retires, Buck becomes very uncomfortable with the idea and attempts to

change the subject.

Sadie and Buck never had any children of their own. She stated that Buck

does not seem to mind this, and has been an excellent father to the children she

brought into their relationship. In fact, her children all think of him as their "real
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dad." Their biological father has not had much contact with them during most of

this time.

Even though Sadie said that she enjoyed her work as a RN, she quit her job

when she and Buck were married. In fact, she said that he took it upon himself to

call her work two weeks later and tell them that she was quitting that very day!

When asked how she felt about that, she replied that "it was all right with me."

Sadie is a paradox. While she stated that she was her father's "right-hand

man" during much of her life, her demeanor would never lead one to that

conclusion. Since his death, she has not involved herself in any type of religious

activity. Her language was extremely coarse and peppered with sexual innuendoes.

Her personal appearance and mannerisms appeared rough and unfeminine. Yet, she

involves herself with many traditional feminine projects such as dried flower

arrangements, china dolls, and wood paintings. In fact, she has many projects going

on at once, more than one would think would be humanly possible. One could not

help but feel that perhaps her manner is a result of unresolved anger at her father's

passing, as it is in direct conflict with her description of what he would have

expected of her. Her involvement with the hyper-feminine projects could reflect a

side of her femininity, which she has tried to tuck away. The amount of time spent

on these projects could also be a way to fill her time, as she had been an extremely

active woman before her marriage to Buck, both with her father in the church, and

in her nursing career.
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Lynn

Lynn was the oldest of seven bothers and sisters. She was not sure what her

father did for a living, only that he worked as a civilian on a military base close to

their home. Her mother was a teacher, and worked during all of Lynn's childhood.

Her parents divorced when she was 14. Subsequently, her mother remarried once

for a short period. While she stayed in contact with her father after the divorce, she

does not feel that she was ever close to him as he remarried and moved to another

state. Lynn was 43 at the time of the interview.

After she completed high school, Lynn attended college and obtained a

degree in education. She feels that the reason she became a teacher was because her

mother had taught school most of Lynn's life. While she was working on her

degree, she moved out of her mother's home and lived with her grandparents

because her stepfather was, "He was a creep. She (her mother) didn't last very long

with him." She has worked as a teacher since graduation, but recently made the

decision to start a tutoring service out of her home. She stated that the reason for

doing so was, "When I was working, the stress, it's almost like being single. My

stress level was to the max. I could not do it all. I just couldn't. So when we moved

here, I said I'm going to really try hard not to work, because I want to be able to

take care of the house...Less stress on me."

Lynn has been married three times. The first marriage took place during her

senior year in college. The couple divorced after having four children. She did

remarry for a short time after that, but this marriage only lasted about one year. She

has been married to her present husband, Ron, for five years.
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Lynn met Ron on a blind date that had been arranged by her best friend who

was dating a long-haul truck driver. When Lynn's friend met Ron, he asked if she

had any friends that might be interested in meeting him. She immediately thought

of Lynn, and it was a case of love at first sight for both Lynn and Ron. In fact, they

were married only three weeks later. Lynn stated that it was a very "exciting time

for me, getting married, and planning the wedding, all that." During most of that

three-week period, Ron was gone on his runs so the couple really was taking a bit

of a risk that the relationship would work. While this was Lynn's third marriage, it

was the first one for Ron. Lynn says that she is very happy for the first time in a

relationship.

The couple recently relocated to a large, urban community over 1,000 miles

from Lynn's hometown. They also have just purchased a new home. Lynn said that

while she is pleased with her new home, she is very lonely and misses her husband

most of the time. She also misses the friend who introduced them, and the friends

e-mail each other on a frequent basis. Lynn feels that her friend is the only one who

really understands her loneliness, as she also married her truck driver. Because of

this she can relate to what Lynn is feeling. When asked if she might be especially

lonely because of the recent move, Lynn indicated that she had been just as lonely

back home. What was different back home was that her woman friend was close at

hand, and they could say, "Let's go get a hot fudge cake cause we are just so

lonely, you know you get to the point where you're just so lonely, when things got

too bad."
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Lynn has been enamored with the concept of trucking for most of her life.

She states that she always wanted to drive truck and that the "romanticism of life

on the road" appealed to her, "I just love driving, and I thought what kind of job

would I be able to do that I could be on the road. But women, women didn't,

weren't truck drivers. After my divorce (second), I thought what I would do is go to

the truck stops and go find me a truck driver. I had not a clue. I didn't know I didn't

have to go to the truck stops to find my truck driver." She goes with Ron on his

runs as often as she can, but is limited because of the children and her obligations

to them. She looks forward to the time when they have grown and left home, and

she can ride on a permanent basis. She also plans to obtain her commercial driving

license at that time so she can also drive. Her reality at this time is that she only

really likes trucking because it makes her husband happy, she would much rather

he were at home with her until the children are raised.

Ron is currently 47 years of age. After he completed high school, he went

on to college and obtained a Bachelor's in Sociology. He has worked in a variety of

job settings, usually in management position for restaurants and warehouses. For

the past eight years he has been a long-haul truck driver. Lynn says that Ron really

loves trucking and plans on driving until he retires.

Lynn has four children from her first marriage. Their ages are 20, 18, 16,

and 12. The three oldest children are boys. While the three youngest are still at

home, her oldest son left home 2 years ago and is planning to marry soon. Ron does

not have any children. However, he has been very enthusiastic about Lynn's

children and has managed to create a good relationship with all of them. Lynn does
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acknowledge that this has been difficult as, "When...you've never been married

before and you've got teenage children, so you have to learn how to be a parent to

the kids, and to learn how to do it when you're not home, you're out there."

Although Lynn came into the relationship with a romantic notion of what

trucking would be, she appears to only have perceived it from a truck driver's

stance. She neglected to view it from the perception of a truck driver's wife or

partner. Because of this, she was very naive when it came to the issues she would

face from the very beginning. Unlike some of the other women in the study, who

had a bit of time to adjust to the idea, Lynn married a driver who was well

ensconced in his profession. He did not even take time from his job so that the

couple could get to know each other better before marriage. Even though Ron told

her on their first date that "being a truck driver's wife is hard," she plunged

headlong into a lifestyle completely foreign to her. Her romantic philosophy of

trucking appears to have driven her decision to do so. While the relationship is

currently working well, Lynn has found it difficult to deal with her unhappiness

with Ron's absence, given that she is so happy with the relationship itself. These

two forces may be counteracting and causing her to have strong, ambivalent

feelings that are difficult for her to resolve. Her most telling statement along those

lines was that "I thought trucking would be fun, but I had no idea how lonely I

would be."
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Sally

When asked about her family of origin, the first words out of Sally's mouth

were, "I was Daddy's little girl!" She said this with an enormous smile on her face.

She went on to explain that she grew up with both parents who are still both

together. She has one sister, two years younger than herself. Her mother has always

been a homemaker, while her father worked as a steam fitter "all of my life, most of

it." At the time of the interview, Sally was 35 years old.

The highest grade level Sally has attained is 10th grade. However, she did

get her high school equivalency certificate. Off and on since then, she has taken

business courses at the community college level, although she has not obtained a

college degree.

Her current marriage, to Duane, is Sally's third. She has one daughter, age

14, from her first marriage. Neither of her first two marriages lasted more than one

year, and these husbands were not truck drivers.

When Sally was asked how she met Duane she decribed it as, "I was the girl

next door." When asked if she meant that he grew up next door to her, she replied,

"No, in our later years, I was the girl next door." She went on to explain that she

lived in the top apartment, and Duane lived in the bottom of an older house, and

that is why she considers herself the "girl next door." She also said, "Yeah, we

were friends first, and that makes a big difference in a relationship, and I know that

from past relationships." Sally and Duane have lived together for over five years.

However, they were married two years ago.
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Sally said that she honestly did not know what to expect when Duane first

approached her about being a truck driver. She went on to say that while she is

supportive of his dream of being a trucker, she would prefer it if he were home. She

also added that the money wasn't bad either, but indicated that it was often very

difficult for her in terms of loneliness, "I didn't expect it to be lonely, as it is

sometimes. I'm very family oriented." However, she also feels that her current job,

working for the same company as Duane, really helps appease her loneliness

because, "Yeah, there's probably a lot more connection there than normal. I'm able

to see where he is on the satellite, and I'm able to communicate with him."

Duane finished high school, and, according to Sally, has about two years of

college. He has been driving truck for about five years. Previous to driving truck he

worked in management for a variety of businesses. She says that, "He seems happy

when he comes home because he's been doing what he likes to do...which makes

the home life a little happier at home. He enjoys his time home, and I enjoy him

coming home, cause I don't see him all the time. It gives me time with my daughter

(when he is gone), and when he comes home it gives us time as a family."

The couple has one 14-year-old daughter who is Sally's from her previous

marriage. She states that her daughter and Duane have a very close relationship. In

fact, she said that the two of them often spend more time together when he is home

than herself and Duane. She also said that this did not bother her in the least. In

fact, Duane asked her daughter if he could marry Sally before he even asked Sally,

"He asked her if it would be okay before he asked me. Because he said if he had
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gotten a "no" out of her he would have never asked. Because he wouldn't have felt

comfortable going into a position where the child was threatened in the first place."

All of Sally's work history has taken place in business settings. She has

worked in office management, retail management, and construction. She currently

works for the same trucking company as Duane. She had also been a local truck

driver for a short period prior to her relationship with Duane.

Sally was very proud of Duane for driving truck. While she acknowledged

that she gets lonely, she also feels happy that he is doing a job that he really likes.

However, she is able to stay "more connected" to Duane because of her job. There,

she has access to the satellite computer (she can also go in at night and check the

computer to see where he is if she gets worried), and his dispatcher. She's also there

if Duane has any problems while on the road, and so, is in a position to know

almost immediately if this should happen. If Duane has reason to stop by the truck

yard, she is there and they are able to catch a little additional time together.

Sally also feels that Duane's long-haul trucking affords her daughter and

herself some quality time together. She views this as a very positive aspect of his

job. Therefore, she is able to develop her perspective from a positive stance. One

wonders if this is because of the additional opportunities Sally has to remain

connected to Duane when he is on the job. For the most part, this amount of access

is not available to wives/partners of truck drivers. While they usually can reach

their husband's dispatcher, they often have to depend upon the company and their

husband to get in touch with them, they generally cannot initiate such interactions

themselves.
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Mary

Mary grew up in a two-parent family. Her mom was a homemaker most of

the time, but had to go to work when her parents were divorced after they had been

married for 28 years. Her father was a state trooper, and Mary said that she was

never really very close to him because, "We didn't see him a whole lot and he,

emotionally he was not the kind of man that, it was hard for him to love." Yet this

did change later on. She describes this as, "...But later in life, he found the tools

that were necessary, and he has remarried and now is like a totally different

person." Mary is 36-years-old and has one sister who is two years younger. She

said that the family never moved once during the entire time she was growing up.

When asked for her level of education, Mary stated that she was "just shy of

two years of college." She did not say what types of courses she had completed

only that they were the "general type college stuff."

This is the first marriage for both Mary and Craig. They have been married

for 15 years and have two children. The oldest is a seven-year-old boy, and the

youngest child is a two-year-old girl. Also, at the time of the interview, Mary had

just found out that she was two months pregnant.

While initially Mary did say that she did not have any preconceived notions

about trucking and the life style it creates, after some thought she did say,

"Actually I kind of had a distorted view on the other side, having a father for a state

trooper. I had some other views of what truck drivers were all about. A negative

point of view. But I had no idea, and getting married I even did not know cause he

was not a truck driver..."
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When the couple married, Craig was in the Navy for three years. While in

the Navy, Craig earned an Associate's degree. Directly after his discharge, they

went to California to pursue his dream of driving truck. He has been driving truck

ever since. Mary added that for a long time he bounced around in trucking, even

owning his own truck for a time. However, she said it was very difficult for them

financially (breakdowns, truck maintenance, no way to "count" on specific

income), and driving company truck has made this much easier. Although Mary

wishes Craig could be home more, she feels that it is important that he is working

in a job that he loves.

Mary has worked a number of jobs she described as "Hit and miss." Most of

her work was in restaurants and motels. When she became pregnant with their first

child, she decided that she needed something less stressful and began working for a

daycare program. She has been a "stay-at-home" mom since that child's birth. She

also home-schools both their oldest son and some of the neighborhood children.

She is very busy with her children and says, "Boredom is not something that we

even consider. There are some days when I wish I was bored." As their religion is

an important aspect of Mary and Craig's life, she also is heavily involved with

church organizations and projects.

Mary is able to keep herself very busy with her home, children, and church.

Yet, she also says that sometimes she feels like a "pioneer woman" and has had to

learn to depend on others when she needs help. While she says that she "likes the

fact that he loves his job so much, and so it makes me feel good," she still wishes

he were home, which appears to reflect some ambivalent emotions on her part.
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Further ambivalence was demonstrated by Mary in her constant referral to Craig as

the head of the family. These referrals did not match the home environment, as his

presence was not acknowledged there. Therefore, Mary may be allowing her home

to communicate such ambivalence on her part.

Belle

Belle was raised in a very "traditional, old country German household." She

was raised with one brother who is three years younger. At the time of the

interview, Belle was 56 years of age. Her parents have been married for over 59

years, and she remembers her family as being very close. Although she does not

feel that she was closer to either parent, she does remember her father as being

quite stubborn and opinionated, "At my parent's anniversary party, my father

apologized to my mother for being so difficult all those years."

Belle's mother has been a "stay at home wife and mom" for all of her

married life. Belle's father drove Greyhound bus until she was about six or seven.

He then owned his own wrecking company until she was sixteen. At that time, he

sold the business and began work for a shipping company, and did so until his

retirement. As Belle stated, "I've been around trucking in some form for almost all

of my life."

Upon graduation from high school, Belle began in the office of a building

firm. After about one year, she relocated to Alaska and worked for a fish plant. It

was there that she met her husband, Steve, and they were married less than a year

later.
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Steve is six years older than Belle. He had been married once before, but

did not have any children from that relationship. When they met, he was driving

truck for the same company that employed her. He had been a truck driver for most

of his adult life up until that point. Even though Belle's father had been involved

with occupations which were trucking related (Greyhound driver, owner of

wrecking yard), she stated that she did not really have any concept of trucking

before she met Steve, only that "they (trucks) were on the road, and could be

intimidating to me." She did not consider what the effects might be on her, her

family, and her relationship. While at first Steve's driving was not problematic for

Belle, in her early thirties she found it very difficult to manage, "We had a really

hard time, when I was turning 30. He was gone, he worked for a shipping company

this time and he was gone longer than usual, and we were really starting to pull

away from each other, instead of together. We went to counseling a couple times

and that got us back together. But I just hated it, I remember crying for two days

sometimes when he would leave." Although she indicated that she has since

adjusted to Steve's driving, she also said that to her his job was a tradeoff, "He

does it because we need the money. We made a decision. We wanted to have a nice

house, so he needed to make the kind of money he can driving truck."

While Steve has driven truck since high school graduation, he has held

other jobs during their marriage. For a period of three years he was a distributor for

a local newspaper, and for a "couple of years he ran a service station." Even though

he enjoyed those jobs he, "always went back to the trucks."
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Belle and Steve have three daughters. The girls have all grown, left home,

and have children of their own. At this time, the oldest daughter is 37, the next

oldest 36, and the youngest daughter is 32. Although Belle quit work when she was

pregnant with their first child, she stated, "But I went back to work after she was

born, pretty much worked the whole time." However, when the youngest was born,

Belle set up a nursery at home and did child care for about two years. After that,

she went back to work outside her home and has been in the work force ever since.

During this time, Belle also attended community college and has accumulated "just

about enough credits for an Associate Degree in Business."

For the past 22 years, Belle has worked for a local trucking company. Steve

has driven for this same company for almost as long a period. Belle's position

within the firm was initially an office manager. However for a number of years she

has held a management position. This position is one which places her over the

company drivers. It has created a unique dynamic for the couple, as at work she is

Steve's boss, while at home she is his wife. She states, "I was in the office and he

was a truck driver there, and so we've always sort of worked really well together.

But one of the things that you have to sort of do is say, ah pretend he works at

Weyerhaeuser or something...would you do this if he was there? Would you go to

his boss and ask if he could have a day off to go someplace with you? And then

you say, well, he would go." She went on to say, "The payroll department used to

always give me his checks, and I would tell them, don't do that, that's his check,

you give it to him. You need to keep clear boundaries there." When asked how she

was able to keep him accountable as a driver, while at the same time maintaining a
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spousal relationship, she replied, "It can be a problem. If he did something wrong, I

had to review that. I had sit him down and talk to him. He used to accuse me of

being his boss at home because if he got, oh say he called one day and said he had a

flat tire, ... I had to know if he had checked his air pressure in his tires because we

(the company) were on a big drive about checking air pressure in tires. He says, be

my wife for a change."

It was interesting that even Belle's demeanor during the interview process

reflected that of someone who was very much used to being in charge. For

example, after letting the investigators into the home, she waved at them to sit

down and went back to a telephone conversation, keeping them waiting for an

additional 20 minutes. Upon completion, she did not offer any type of apology or

explanation, and immediately began walking toward the dining room. While most

of the women interviewed asked where the interview would actually take place

(dining room, living room, etc.), Belle had already arranged her dining room table

so that the process could take place there. When comments were made about the

house, her responses were brief and to the point. She did not dwell on long

explanations of why she wanted something done, or the history behind it. Finally,

when the interview was complete, she ushered the investigators out of her home

quickly. In fact, the front door was closed before they had made more than a

cursory attempt at thanking her and saying good-bye. This was not perceived as

ungracious on Belle's part, as it gave one the same feeling one would get from a

meeting with one's employer or supervisor. In other words, business had been

conducted and completed, now it was time to go.
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Greta

Greta's parents were divorced when she was six years of age. From that

marriage, Greta has a brother who is four years younger than herself. Her mother

subsequently remarried, and Greta also has a little sister who is thirteen years

younger. Greta was 56 years old at the time of her interview. Until her parents

divorced her mother stayed at home. After that, she worked at a variety of jobs until

Greta was about fourteen. At that time her mother remarried. Her father worked for

the post office until he retired, and Greta stated that even though her parents had

separated, her father continued to be present in her life as he made sure that the

children visited on a regular basis and supported them financially. Even when he

eventually moved away from the area when she was a teenager, he kept in constant

contact through phone calls and letters. When asked if she was closer to one of her

parents, Greta hesitated and thought for a minute, then replied, "I think I would

have to say that I was closer to my mother."

Upon graduation from high school, Greta married Cal. This was a first

marriage for both of them, and they are still together 41 years later. When asked if

she had any preconceived notions about trucking before she married Cal, Greta

smiled and said, "I had absolutely no idea what trucking would mean to me." In

fact, later in the interview, she said that she had never liked Cal's job because of the

extended absences it required. She went on to say that what bothered her most was,

"The loneliness. There's times when the loneliness is just over whelming. Not

having that person to...converse with when there's something special you really
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need to say." On the other hand, she does like the independence she has developed

as a result.

Cal was in the service when they were first married and started driving

truck as soon as he was discharged. After a few years of driving, he did go into

construction but this only lasted for about five years. After that time, he returned to

the trucking industry and has been a driver ever since.

Greta has also worked during most of their marriage. She did take some

time off when her children began to arrive, and did not go back to work until the

youngest was about four years old. Most of the jobs Greta has done are in the

clerical or business office arena. She has managed departments in stores, worked as

a receptionist for a doctor, and in credit departments. She currently works for a

trucking company. This company is not the same one Cal currently works for. They

have five children ages 38, 37, 36, 35 and 30. Of these, the three middle children

are girls. When asked how Cal's job had affected their parenting she said that for

Cal, "It cheated him...of watching the kids come home from school, the scouting

things etc...he was totally robbed." As far as her parenting was concerned she

added, "90% of the child rearing was on my shoulders. It sometimes made me a

very severe disciplinarian. Because maybe I expected too much? I have a middle

daughter that I feel that I have failed terribly with." At one point during the

interview, Greta stated that she sometimes felt like the outsider when the family

was together. "And there would be times when he knew he was coming home and

knew he had time off, that we would plan camping trips or whatever, so that time

would be for him and the kids." She also felt that because of her role as strict
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disciplinarian that, "our children are very, very close to their dad. Probably more so

him than me."

Although Greta said that she likes the independence she has developed as a

result of Cal's driving, she also displayed ambivalent feelings when asked about

how it had affected her and Cal's parenting. While on one hand she enjoyed her

independence, she did not enjoy having to make all of the decisions especially

when it came to discipline. She also perceived her children as appearing to prefer

spending time with him versus her. This perception even went so far as to make her

feel outside of the family loop on those occasions when the family was all together.

Although the children are now grown and on their own, she does not appear to have

resolved these issues particularly when she speaks of failing her daughter. In other

words, she has not taken into account not only the role Cal played in this child's

life, but also other factors such as her daughter's personality traits. In short, Greta

may be taking much more responsibility for their daughter's negative outcome than

she really should. Whatever the case may be, Greta does demonstrate some strong

resentment toward Cal's absence from their home.
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APPENDIX G:

DESCRIPTIONS OF TRUCK DRIVER'S HOME ENVIRONMENTS

Colette

Upon initial observation of Colette's home, one would sense that this was a

home where family was very important as there were many pictures of family

members, both extended and immediate, displayed throughout the home. Dale's

trucking career appeared to be illuminated through the trucking "shrine" that took

up one full corner of the living room. Yet, these elements would present a very

different impression when compared to Colette's verbal expressions throughout her

interview.

Even thought Colette expressed the importance of her family through the

pictures in her home, she was reluctant to discuss her family of origin in any way

except to say that she wanted nothing to do with them. She also appeared taken

"aback" when asked how trucking affected her parenting, "It's affected my

parenting? Well, not really. I wish he could be off on Monday's so that I could do

my Monday night meetings and not have to leave these two here alone." When

asked how driving affected Dale's parenting she replied, "I don't know, I don't

know how to answer that question. He wants to do more with the kids, urn, I'm not

real sure." In an attempt to gain additional insight into how this couple interacts

with their children, she was asked if they do anything as a family when Dale is

home. "We don't do that type of stuff, but he'll play Nintendo with them, they

might go down to the river 3 or 4 times. Yeah, he does interact with them." It is
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evident in her words that Colette struggled with this question. When she was

unable to come up with anything they do together as a family, she reverted back to

a rather weak explanation of Dale's involvement.

The shrine (desk with trucking items, hats hung over it), was not a product

of Dale's enthusiasm with his job. When asked about it, Colette was emphatic

about it being her tribute to trucking, versus his. She was proud of the fact that he

had nothing to do with it, "That's mine, I collected all that stuff. Some of it is

Dale's from his job, but a lot is stuff I've gotten from other guys. He (Dale) doesn't

ever sit here." It appeared that this shrine was Colette's way of living vicariously

through Dale's work. When she talked about truck drivers, she almost always used

the pronoun "we." She had also managed to not only marry two truck drivers, she

had been instrumental in their decisions to drive. The shrine, therefore, was not

representative of Dale's presence in the home. What it did represent was Colette's

romantic vision of trucking.

The home environment Colette constructed was meant to convey belief in

family. Yet, this appears to be a "mask," as Colette herself does not express any

belief in family closeness. Perhaps the pictures represent what she believes is

appropriate. Her negative comments regarding her own family of origin indicates

that positive familial relationships were not modeled for her.

While the shrine initially appeared to endorse the notion that her husband's

presence was acknowledged, in reality his presence was nonexistent, as this was the

only item that might have supported that concept. This home was Colette's. Upon

analysis, it communicated her conflicts as well as her dreams. In short, a woman
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lived here, her children existed here, and her husband provided proof that her

dream was alive and well.

Amy

Amy's home environment had been carefully constructed. She emphasized

that she had taken courses in interior decoration, and had very carefully chosen

colors and decorative items that would create a sense of peace and calm, a refuge

from the outside world. Yet, there were not any observable signs that her husband,

Jim, lived there as well. While she did say that Jim bought spoons for her collection

when he was on the road, the spoons did not really reflect "his" travels. She did not

say, for example, "Jim got this one when he was in Canada." Instead, she described

the spoons in terms of their features ("pretty curved handle etc.").

In her quest to create a restful haven for her family, Amy had effectively

left Jim out. Perhaps this has provided her with a means to further express her

feelings about Jim's absence. When asked what she enjoyed about being part of a

trucking family she responded, "I'm not sure there's anything I really enjoy about

it. It's not that I really hate it, but I just don't feel like it really brings anything

especially good to our family." What could be construed from her feelings is that

her home is not only a refuge, it also serves to shut out a perceived negative in her

life - Jim's absence. However, in doing so, Amy has also shut out his presence.

Perhaps, this is calming to her, as she does not have to be constantly reminded, on

an unconscious level anyway, that he is gone on a regular basis. This is Amy's

home, perhaps her refuge from the unhappiness Jim's absence has caused.
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Sadie

This home was almost hyper-feminine. Every room was replete with the

results of Sadie's craft projects. These projects were what one might describe as

"foo-foo" in that they were very soft and pastel. They were also traditional "girlie"

projects such as hand-painted dolls, dried flower arrangements, cross-stitched

pillows, and stuffed animals. There was not even the remotest indicator that Buck

had ever set foot in his doorway. The furniture was high quality and expensive, not

the sort that could be described as masculine. Yet, her home did not reflect Sadie's

demeanor, as she presented herself as a rough-talking woman who was "one of the

guys." She also referred to projects that kept her busy, "I have donkeys, and I have

cows. And I raise cows and sell them for beef, and that takes a lot of my time." She

did not include her crafts in this description. It was only after the consultant's

inquires that she admitted her role in creating them.

One could speculate endlessly why Sadie's home was in conflict with her

self- presentation. The answer could lie partly in her hesitance to acknowledge the

age difference between herself and Buck. Since he is 16 years younger than she is,

perhaps she feels the need to fit in with his world, as the "rough trucker," thereby

sacrificing her own identity. Also, previous to her relationship with Buck, she had

spent most of her life in traditional, care-taking roles of women as her father's

ministerial assistant, and as a registered nurse. When she lost her father, life lost

much of its meaning, "When I lost my dad I just sort of just, things just went kind

of bad for me." She did, however, continue with her nursing career until her

marriage to Buck. It was not her decision to give up nursing, "Two weeks after I
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married Buck he called my boss and said, she quits." Sadie then went from a very

busy woman with a career, children, and husband, to a woman who needed to find

ways to fill her time. Her home decor may reflect insecurity on Sadie's part as she

attempts to fit with her perception of Buck's world, and his marital philosophy.

Perhaps, through her home presentation, Sadie is able to express a side of herself

that she has relinquished in all other areas of her life.

As stated in her profile, Sadie was a paradox, and this is difficult to explain without

more data. However, what is important to acknowledge is that she has created an

environment that expresses a side of her she does not present in any other way.

This side is not only unmistakably feminine, it also communicates that this is

Sadie's home. Buck does not live there. It may represent the only corner of the

world Sadie can truly claim as her own.

Lynn

This home was purchased by Lynn and Ron less than one year previous to

her interview. It was brand new at that time, and was the first house the couple had

bought together. While Lynn expressed enthusiasm for their new home, she had

done little to personalize it. The home was simple, open, and uncluttered. There

was an absence of family pictures and artwork of any kind. However, there were

numerous, decorative objects lying on the floor in corners such as paintings, wall

sconces, etc. They gave one the impression that while they were perceived as

potential home decor, for some reason they had not yet been utilized as such.
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During her interview, Lynn was able to maintain a positive attitude toward

Ron's driving and the issues it creates. However, after the tape recorder had been

turned off, she began talking about her feelings of loneliness, and that she could

hardly wait for her children to grow up so that she could be on the truck with Ron

full time. She consistently referred to their home as "mine," and alluded to the fact

that they had never really spent much time together, as they were married only a

few weeks after they met. Also, Ron was already established as a long-haul driver,

and she never had the experience of having him home for any length of time in

their relationship. She admitted that her perception of trucking did not include long

hours spent away from her husband, and that she was depressed about this much of

the time. In fact, she lived for the time when he was home, "And at first it was

really hard because about the fourth day was when I just went, ugh, I can't take this

anymore, I need my husband." When the investigator asked if this was still the

case, Lynn nodded her head. She did not respond verbally.

While Lynn's home did not reflect Ron's presence, it did correspond with

her state of mind. Her inability to put the "finishing touches" on her home is

consistent with someone who may be depressed. It is as if Lynn does not feel that

she really has a home, as Ron is not there to enjoy it with her. Perhaps it is not a

place where she wants to be, just a space in which to dwell until she can be on the

truck with her husband. This could also explain why her children are not reflected

in the home as well, as they are rather transient in her mind (waiting for them to

grow up and leave). However, Lynn never gave the impression that her children

were not important to her, as she discussed them in very positive ways, "These are
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good, good, good kids." It is also very important to her that Ron assists her in

parenting the children, even though they were almost teenagers when Lynn and

Ron married. "With Ron, he'll go (when they discuss the children), he'll have ideas

and suggestions, and comments and so it's a new thing for me too. To actually have

somebody who is a participant, a partnership. Yeah, we're both learning." The

message Lynn did convey is that while she loves her children deeply, she also lives

in anticipation of the time when she will be free to be with Ron on a consistent

basis. Her home also communicated that anticipation, as it did not reflect the

couple's relationship. It was the dwelling of a woman who waits.

Mary

Walking into Mary's home was like entering the world of "Susie

homemaker." While she and Craig had built the home two years ago, Mary stated

that she had been the one to oversee its completion. She also said that she had

decorated it the way she had always envisioned her home would look since

childhood. Indeed, many of the items had been collected while she was growing up.

The house was filled with craft type items, many of which Mary had made, while

others were gifts from friends. The decor was old-fashioned, and functional. The

kitchen was outfitted with expensive replications of old-time appliances which had

been adapted for use in today's world. There were lots of family photos of the

children. Yet, Craig was not evident in any of them. There was also a lot of

evidence that children lived there such as toys, books, a science project, and the

two children themselves, who proceeded to tell the investigators all about the cat
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show they were entering the next day. In one corner of the living room there were

three old-fashioned wooden school desks. Mary explained that she home-schools

her oldest child, as well as several children in the neighborhood. As the children

talked, Mary busied herself with making tea and whipping up homemade scones for

consumption during the interview. One could tell that she would never think of not

offering something wonderful to her guests. She also served fresh butter, and her

preserves. It was evident that this was going to be a pretty good interview from a

food standpoint. In fact, this was a home that reflected domesticity to the extreme.

One could easily envision Mary getting out the handmade quilts if the weather

turned cool.

Mary was quite verbal. In fact, she made so many comments while the

interview materials were being arranged that the consultant was kept very busy

taking notes so that nothing would be missed. One of the comments she made

during this time was that religion played a large role in their life. She also stated

that, "You know, Craig is the head of our Christian home, and it is difficult with

him being gone so much of the time. So much needs to be done, and he just isn't

here to help, so I end up making most of the decisions. But we do have a lot of

friends. And I'll be real honest, it was really hard for me when he first went on the

road to be able to call people and ask for stuff, and then I realized that it's okay to

do that. You think, oh yeah, it's really easy to do this (ask for help), but it's not and

especially when you know that other people are sacrificing time with their family,

you don't really feel good about it."
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Although this home fairly shouted "family," Craig's presence was not

evident. It was clear that this was Mary's home, one that she had been creating in

her mind since she was a child. It was the veritable personification of how a family

should look. Although her religious beliefs say that Craig is the head of the family,

in reality it is Mary who makes the decisions and gets the job done. Perhaps, his

role as "family head" is more that of a consultant, as the only way one could

envision his participation is to acknowledge that he completes the picture of family

togetherness. This does not mean that he is not a valued member of the family, only

that their home does not reflect him in anyway.

Belle

Belle and Steve's home was large and comfortable. It was also extremely

neat, with nothing out of place. It's interior was up-scale with expensive cabinetry

throughout. The furniture was well made and obviously expensive without being

intrusive. All of the decorative items (figurines, candles, etc.) had been carefully

placed in ways that would balance the various rooms. The home had many custom

features such as a hidden television cabinet that "popped" open at a touch, small

specialty drawers in the kitchen for odd items (paper sacks, large platters etc.), and

a large statue of a woman that was encased to the left of the inside foyer. Belle

acknowledged that Steve had done all of the custom work on their home, and he

did a beautiful job. Yet, it all appeared to be the product of her desires as she

described elements by saying, "I thought it would be nice if I had more drawer

space, or I decided the TV should be hidden when people come to visit." However,
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while Steve's workmanship was evident throughout the home, none of it appeared

to be for his benefit. There was not even the smallest hint that he resided there.

Belle's home reflected that of a woman who is very much in control. This is

not surprising when one remembers that she works in a top-level management

position. She is also Steve's boss at work, and it appears that this relationship is

carried into their home. This notion is supported by an incident that occurred at the

interview's conclusion. About ten minutes before the interview was completed,

Steve arrived home unexpectedly. As the investigator and consultant were leaving

they complimented him on the beautiful work he had done on his home. As soon as

the conversation turned to Steve, Belle interrupted the comments, and politely, yet

firmly, showed them to the door. In fact, they found themselves out on the porch

wondering if they had truly said good-bye!

During the interview, Belle stated that the purchase of their home had been

a trade-off in terms of Steve's job, "We decided early on that we wanted a nice

home. If that meant Steve had to be away, then that was the way it was." (This was

in the time previous to her current position in management.) When she was asked

what types of supports have been helpful as the wife of a truck driver she replied,

"Money! Money was important! And he made good money, and that was always

sort of, you know, the choice. And yes, you're going to have to put up with him

being gone, but, you know there are some choices to make. Do you want to buy the

house, or do you want to just stay in the mobile forever? So that was important I

think." She did not include any type of emotional support system until she was

prompted to do so. While she initially referred to the decision to make the house a
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priority "We decided," she later referred to the choices in the singular tense,

"You're going to have to put up with him being gone," and "Do you want to buy

the house?"

If one had not been present during the interview, it could easily be surmised

that Steve's role in their relationship was to provide enough income to pay their

bills.

Indeed, it appears that he was able to earn enough income to more than

meet their needs. However, when Belle began making her own money, Steve then

moved into the position of worker, both on the job and at home. Yet, when talking

about Steve, Belle is very descriptive about their interactions as a couple, "We

always said that the reason we stayed married so long was because when he came

home it was always such a celebration." Yet, she is speaking in the past tense.

Perhaps, that was the way it was in the beginning, and the relationship has now

evolved into blue collar versus management. Since this is an older couple (both in

late 50s), perhaps their perception of family is more traditional with the expectation

that the man would be the breadwinner, the provider, the more highly educated, and

make the most money. Because of the choices that were made, this has been

reversed and may have directly affected Steve's status in the home. Whatever the

reason, Belle an independent woman, and her home environment has been created

to demonstrate that fact! It accomplishes this very well.
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Greta

This was the home of a grandmother! It did not communicate that a male

partner lived there in that there was nothing observable to indicate that a man

resided there at any time. Evidence of her grandchildren was strewn throughout the

home. Some of these items were toys, highchairs, and children's handmade gifts.

While there were pictures of the couple's children and grandchildren in the family

room, Cal was not included in them.

Greta's kitchen was stocked with every gadget and appliance available. Her

home contained many antiques. This supported her statement that "Cal's trucking

has been very good to us financially." Yet, she also stated, "I have never liked the

idea that he has to be gone so much, at times I really resent it." Perhaps, this

accumulation of material items could be a "trade-off' of things, in place of Cal

being home, as it was his decision to become a truck-driver. This was not a life that

she had envisioned for herself.

One extremely interesting aspect of Greta's home was what appeared to be

a sort of shrine. It consisted of a space on the dinning room shelf that had sand, one

lei, one set of chopsticks, and a picture of a beach in Hawaii. When asked for the

meaning behind this display, Greta said that they were mementos of a trip the

couple had taken to celebrate her 50th birthday. Since both of them had made the

trip, one would expect that there would have been two leis, and two sets of

chopsticks. Why only one of each item? One could speculate that perhaps the trip

had been a marker of her personal growth, as it clearly did not indicate Cal's
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participation because of the lack of shared items. It did not reflect a shared

experience.

Since Greta's home contained no perceivable indication that Cal lived there,

it may be concluded that this is a form of passive-aggression. Cal's decision to

drive truck was not Greta's, and while she stated that she was proud of the

independence she had attained, she also said that it forced her to take on "90% of

the responsibility." When discussing the effect this had on her parenting, Greta

responded, "Our children are very, very close to their Dad. Probably more so him

than me." She also admitted that she was resentful of this, and felt that if Cal had

been a more traditional provider she would not have felt cheated of the chance to be

closer to her children. Her home could be communicating resentment for carrying

most of the responsibility for her family's well-being. In short, that if he is going to

be gone and leave most of the responsibility on her shoulders, his very essence can

be erased. The material rewards may serve to soothe any emotional conflicts or

ambivalence she may feel regarding the effects of Cal's absences. Greta is very

content with her role as grandmother, and her home is illustrative of this. One can

almost hear the happy shouts of children at play, running to grandma with a new-

found treasure to share.

Laura

Even though Laura and Sam's home was only two years old, it did not have

a "new" appearance. It was already showing some signs of aging such as exterior

paint that was already fading, and carpeting that was worn in places. However,
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Laura is very busy caring for children who are "high risk." Therefore, while her

house is clean and neat, she probably does not have the time, nor feel the need for

perfection. Her home appeared comfortable and functional. The only observable

luxury was an entertainment center.

Upon entering her home, a large pool table was observed in the family

room. When she was asked whether Sam plays pool, Laura said that although he

doesn't play as much as he used to, he does play occasionally. She also stated that

she does not play pool. Given the nature of her children's disabilities, it was

speculated that they would be unable to access it. This was acknowledged by Laura

who said, "No they can't unless Sam holds them up, but they're not interested

anyway."

Therefore the pool table did provide evidence that Sam lived there as it is

his possession, used for his enjoyment when he is home. And so, was there

something about Laura that was significantly different from the seven women

whose homes did not reveal such evidence? The answer to this question may lie in

her attitude about Sam's occupation as a long-haul truck driver.

Laura is a very practical woman. She is very involved with the children, and

her home reflects this. She has created a home that is very functional in that the

children have access to all parts of it regardless of their disabilities. When talking

with Laura, she presents herself as very open, matter-of-fact, and pragmatic. These

are all traits of someone who is able to provide optimal care to children with

multiple special needs. These traits are also evident in her attitude about Sam's

driving, as she appears to completely accept his job as a means to support their
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family. Yet, she does not resent the long absences it requires as some of the other

women in the study did. She accepts it as part of her family's life, "Sam wants

these kids just as much as I do (referring to the foster children), and he makes

enough driving so we can. When he's gone I'm so busy the days fly, then when

he's home he's in here helping me and playing with them. Do I resent it, no it's just

the way it is, that's all."

Laura's attitude about Sam's job is that of total acceptance. She appears to

think of it as just a job, a way to accomplish her and Sam's goals. Therefore, it is

just one of life's realities that is neither praised nor criticized. It just is. Laura's

philosophy on life is very evident here. Just as her children and their disabilities are

accepted as "what is," so is Sam's job. Laura does not have the time or inclination

to dwell upon what "could be." She faces the realities of life everyday caring for

her children in her calm, pragmatic way.

Carol

The most striking feature of Carol's home was the lack of any decor what-

so-ever. Although it may be difficult to conceive of a home environment where this

is the case, there was not one item which could be categorized as decorative. The

furniture was old, plain, and nondescript. There weren't any throw pillows,

knickknacks, or pictures. The interior wall color was off-white without exception.

In short, her home was very drab, and did not provide any clue regarding who lived

there (including the couple's children), and what their characteristics were, with

one exception. In the corner of the living room there was a sawhorse with a large,
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black western saddle sitting on it. Carol said that it belonged to Alan, and had been

handed down from his grandfather, to his father, and now to him. All of these men

had been truck drivers. She said Alan was very proud of the saddle, as was evident

due to its prominent display. While the saddle communicated the possibility that

Alan lived in the home (it would not be unusual for a woman to have the same

possession), it was also the only indicator that anyone really resided in this house.

Why?

From her interview data it was speculated that Carol is a very controlled

woman within her relationship with Alan. She felt alone most of the time, and did

not appear to have been able to develop any positive coping strategies that would

help her participate in life more fully. Her home communicated this message loud

and clear. It also stated that this was the home of a woman who was isolated and

unhappy, and who does not appear to have a personal identify of her own. It also

communicated her helplessness in terms of making any changes in her situation. It

also did not reflect the identity of her children, only that of Alan through the

display of his saddle. While this saddle was the veritable personification of the

trucker-cowboy myth, it also served to let anyone who entered the home know that

this was Alan's home, not his family's. The message is that while he is not there on

a regular basis, he has "marked" the home as his territory, and he will return!

It was further speculated that the home did not reflect Carol or their children

because a "family" really did not live there in the normative sense. Therefore, while

there was concrete evidence that Alan lived in the home, the evidence proved to be

pathological in that it was not a home that reflected a typically functioning family.
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This illustrated the reason why this home environment differed from those of the

seven women who did not reveal their husband/partner's presence, as in this home

only the husband's presence was evident.

Sally

Sally and Duane's home was an older, well-maintained mobile home.

However, it was difficult to determine some of the environmental aspects because

the interview took place at night, and Sally had turned the lights down very low.

When she was asked if the rooms could be made brighter, she turned on one

additional light that did not add much benefit. Even so, enough of the home was

observed so that an environmental analysis could be made.

This home was designed for comfort. There were large pillows scattered

throughout the living room, on the furniture, and the floor. Candles were

everywhere, and a stereo was playing soft music the entire time. Sally sprawled out

on a stack of pillows, and the interview began with Sally saying, "Don't mind me, I

love to come home, light my candles, put music on, and just lay here. I don't get to

do the candle and music routine when he's home cause he always wants to watch

TV, ugh!"

This house reflected a love of animals and trucking. While "real" animals

were present in the home (two cats and a dog), there were pictorial representations

of other animals (large panther wall hanging for example) hung in the living and

dining rooms. Several animal busts were displayed on small tables, and special

pillows for their pets to lie on were on the floor. During the interview, Sally
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revealed that the love of cats came from Duane, as his grandfather had raised cats,

and he had grown up with them. The living room walls also displayed pictures of

semi-trucks, especially notable was one large trucking calendar. Trucker's log

books, and forms, which had the logo of the trucking company Duane worked for,

were visible on the desk. It was also evident that one particular place on the couch

belonged to Duane. This end of the couch was more worn than the rest of the

couch, men's work boots were beside it, several car magazines were directly on the

table in front of the couch, and the remote control was still lying in the crack

between the cushions which divided the seating area.

This was clearly a couple's home. Duane's presence was reflected through

the cats and cat memorabilia. It was also evidenced by the trucking items (pictures,

his log books, and forms), and his personal space on the couch. Aspects of Sally

were present also, as the pillows, candles, and stereo were what made her home

enjoyable to her.

Since this was the only home which contained multiple indicators that a

man truly lived there, it became a sort of quest to discover why this was so? Sally

worked for the same company that Duane did. During her working hours, she had

constant access to him via the computer, which constantly monitors his location,

and his dispatcher. If Duane had any problems while on the road, she was in a

position to know as soon as the company was notified.

...like in the mornings when I get to work, if I
haven't heard from him, I'll type in "good morning"
(on the satellite computer), and even if he's not
awake, the satellite wakes him up and he knows that
I'm at work. So he knows I'm safe and I know,
cause he'll respond back and say "good morning" on
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the road, and he'll be off and gone. So I think there's
a lot more connection there, I think it makes it a lot
easier.

By working for the same company, Sally also had more direct access to

Duane because she could see him when he came into the trucking yard between

runs.

He'll stop by and like he'll come by the yard and
he's fueling and he'll go "hey, let's go to lunch, I've
got a half hour." ...I can satellite him if I see that he's
close to home. I can...say are you stopping for
dinner? Meet you at the diner or wherever. I think
I'd have a harder time if I wasn't at work, so it's
probably a little different than some of the other
people you've probably talked to.

This accessibility to Duane was working for Sally. She appeared to be more

comfortable with his driving truck as she knew she could either reach him directly,

knew where he was at all times, and whether he had run into any problems. This

was also the home that communicated without question that a couple lived here. It

even identified his occupation as a truck driver. It also reflected the personalities

and interests of both Sally and Duane. Perhaps because Duane's occupation as

trucker was viewed by them as being a shared experience, Sally did not feel the

need the make the home "her space." It could be both Duane and Sally's space.




